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SINOPSIS 
Perniaga Cina telah lama memainkan peranan yang penting 
dalam aktiviti perdagangan dan perindustrian di Malaysia sej ak 
abad ke- 19. Perkembangan itu adalah has il daripada kombinasi 
faktor sej arah pada abad ke-19 da n awal abad ke-20, semasa 
Kolonial British menj ajahi Tanah Melayu. 
Kebanyakan permaga Cina telah aktif menyertai perniagan 
dan perdagangan. Ciri-ciri perniagaan Cina itu adalah kecil dari 
segi saiz perniagaan, keuntungan yan g diperolehi, m odal yang 
dilabur dan juga saiz gunatenaga. 
Pe rniagaan Cina yang kecil itu adalah dioperasi secara 
interlocked dan inextricably berhubung dengan sistem clan dan 
lineage Cina. Lebih-lebih lagi perniaga Cina telah bersatu dan 
menubuhka n dewan pern iagaan dan per satuan perdagangan 
untuk melindungi perniagaan mereka. 
Oleh yang demikian , dewan perniagaan memainkan peranan 
pe ntin g bagi penye rtaan pe rni agaa n Cina dalam sek tor 
perdagangan ~an industri. Berdasarkan hujah tersebut, kajian ini 
te la h dibahagiakan kepada enam bab 
gambaran yang lebih jelas dan sis tematik. 
untu k memberi satu 
Bab Satu merupakan satu pengenalan yang umum tentang 
objektif kajian 101. Ia juga membincangka n me todologi kajian, 
kepent ingan kaj ian, dan juga masalah -masalah yang dihadapi 
semasa menjalankan kerja lapangan luar (fi eldwork). 
i i 
Bab Dua pula mcmberi satu huraian tcntang latar belakang 
sosio-ekonomi perniaga Cina di Malaysia. 
Bab Tiga pula merupakan satu penganalisaan tentang la tar 
belakang penubuhan 
struktur organisasi. 
Industri Cina Malaysia. 
dewan perniagaan Cina dan juga tentang 
Gabungan Dewan-dewan Perniagaan dan 
Bab Empat memberi tumpuan kepada fungsi dan pencapa1an 
Gabungan Dewan-dewan Perniagan dan Industri Cina Malaysia. Ia 
JUga perhubungan dengan kerajaan. 
Bab Lima adalah mengenai pola penyertaan Cina dalam 
perniagaan dan industri. Ia juga membincangkan pola penyertaan 
. 
Cin a itu dipengaruhi oleh Gabungan Dewan-dewan Perniagaan dan 
Industri Cina Malaysia. 
Bagi kesimpulan pula, ta c ub a memberi satu rumusan 
tentang kaitan ciri -ciri yang penting dari Bab Satu hingan Lima 
dan memberi sa tu gambaran secara menyeluruh tentang 
penemuan dalam kajian tnl. Ia juga mengemukakan beberapa 
cadangan yang diharap dapat memaju penyertaan permagaan 
C ina dalam sektor pe ny ertaan perniagaan Cina dalam sektor 
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Voluntary association 1s a group freely organized by citizens for 
the pursuit of some interests m contrast to a state establi shed 
agency. provide some form of social services. control the ir own 
policy . and depend in part at least. upon financ ial support from 
vo luntary sources with its own self-contained administrative 
structure and functionaries .! 
In Malaysia. there are about 14 types of voluntary groups, 
voluntary organizations or voluntary associations. which from the 
sociological view act as secondary groups and from the political view 
have the characteri stic of voluntary. These voluntary associations are 
namely . chambers of commerce and trade associations, dialect 
associations. c lan associations. you th associa ti ons. students' 
associations. unifo rm associations. re li gious associations. sports 
association s, cultural associations. self-defense associati ons. women's 
associations. estates' associations. and comprised m voluntary 
categories are political parties. 
The elite m Malaysia clearl y has tried to shape the symbolic 
Fairchi ld. Henry Praft. cd. . " Dict i onar y of Socio logy". Rowma n and 
A llanhcld, New Jersey, 1970, pp 17. 
2 
means of clubs and societies. The functions tha t they perform 
prov ide onl y ont! of several bast!d for distinguishing among 
voluntary associations. A separate c lass ification sc he me that has 
been quite productive is the in strumental-expressive dichotomy. 
In strumental associations actively promote in the broader political 
system for the specialized and relatively tangible interests of their 
members. E xpress ive groups faci litate gratificati on of such less 
tangible needs as social interac tion, status preservation, and self-
actualization through the arts and recreation. For any individual , of 
course, an in strumen tal group may perform quite expressive 
functions. Also, it undoubtedly is true that most are not all 
association regularly perform a mixture of functions, some 
expressive and some instrumental.2 
Four major groups of voluntary organizations can be found m 
Malaysia, they are: 
(a) tradition al voluntary organ iz ations suc h as clan and trade 
associations; 
(b) activities based voluntary organizations such as sports 
associati ons ; 
(c) welfare and service voluntary organizations to help the needy; 
(d) voluntary organizations involved in societal objectives suc h as 
combating drug abuse and environme ntal problems) 
2 Douglas, Stephen A. and Padersen, Paul, "Blood. Believer. and Brother : The 
Development of Voluntary Association in Ma laysia". paper in International 
Studies. Ohio Universy, Ohio, 1970, pp 23. 
3 Mak, L. F., "The Socjotocy of Secret Societies : A Study of Chinese Secret 
Societies in Sin~apore and Pe ninsular Malaysia". Oxford University press, 
Kuala Lumpur, 1981, pp 28; 
3 
Among these fo ur, the b igges t are traditi onal voluntary 
organizations. Commerce and trade associations as part of traditional 
voluntary organizations can be furth er cl ass ified into tw o categories, 
namely, commerce voluntary associa tions that based upon occupation 
and commerce voluntary organizations that based upon trade region. 
Commerce voluntary organization that based upon occupation 
re fers to the "trade association" that is organized by a number of 
merchants or dealers who engage m a certain area. Overall , the 
obj ectives of trade associations are to enhance the merchants' 
benefits, redress the drawback between the merchants of the same 
profession, and strive for the improvement and development of 
commerce. In order to standardize respective business and refrain 
from c ontradic tion, the merchants of the same profess ion shall 
observe the rules and regulations that draw up by the trade 
association respectively. 
Commerce voluntary organization that based upon trade region 
refers to the "chambers of commerce" of the respective state and city 
in Malaysia. These regional voluntary organizations also can be 
c lass ified into 3 types according to ethnic groups, namely, 
(a) The Associated Chinese Chamber of Commerce and Industry of 
Malaysia. (ACCCHvl); 
(b) The Malay Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Malaysia; 
Tan, Thomas tsu-wee, "SincaDore Modernisati on: A Study of Traditional Chinese 
vo lunta ry Associa t io ns in Social Cba n~: e" Uni ve rs ity Micro film s 
Internatio nal. Michigan. 1985, pp 7. 
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(c) The Associated Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry of 
Malaysia. 
Overall, the objectives of these chambers of commerce 
composed of the following: 
(a) improve and foster the national commerce and industry sectors; 
(b) responsible for the business consultation; 
(c) introduce and direct the domestic and foreign trade; 
(d) arbitrate and settle the disputes between members; 
(e) collect the business data for members reference; 
(f) organize trade exhibition and run the business training course; 
(g) convene the business conference and organize the business 
study tour to overseas. 
Many scholars have observed that Chinese communities are 
noted for the number and variety of their voluntary associations.4 
Such associati ons are present in all aspects of social life and 
consti tute the internal structure of the Chinese community. The 
ACCCIM is such a Chinese voluntary association representing the 
Chinese community as a whole, and the Chinese Malaysian 
businessmen in particular. 
4 Cheng, H., "The Network of Singapore Societies", Journal of South Seas 
Society 6(2): 10-12, Singapore, 1950, pp 10; 
Freedman, Maurice, "Chinese Linea~e and Society : fukjen and Kwangtung", 
Atb1one Press, London, 1966, pp 38-39. 
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1.2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE STUDY 
Several sen es of problems and issues can be proposed owing to 
this study, namely, what are the reasons that caused Chi nese 
dominance of particular kinds of economic activity, especially 1n 
trade and commerce in Malaysia? Is the dominance of Chinese 1n 
trade and commerce, directly or indirec tly influenced by the 
ACCCIM? Is the ACCCIM played an important role to ass ist the 
participation of Chinese in commerce and industry, especially the 
sm all and medium scale industries (SMls)? Is the ACCCIM 
responsible to train the semi-skilled labor for the demand of human 
resource in commerce and industry? How could the ACCCIM foster 
c loser business relations with Bumiputera communities, especially 
through joint ventures, so as to achieve Vision 2020? 
Based on some of the problems and issues above, in this 
graduation exercise, the researcher studied the role of the ACCCIM in 
Chinese participation in commerc.e and industry, mainly from the 
sociological point of view. In particular this study focuses on : 
(a) The his torical/structural and social/cultural factors of Chinese 
dominance of particular kinds of economic activity, especially in 
trade and commerce, in Malaysia; 
(b ) A study of the formation, growth, development and organization 
s truc ture of the ACCCIM, which has emerged as a leading 
Chinese voluntary association; 
(c) A study of the fu nctions and achievement of the ACCCIM, which 
always maintain close relationship with other commercial and 
industrial organi zations and policy maker; 
(d) The evalu ation of the roles of the ACCCIM in the Chinese 
6 
partic ipation m commerce and industry. 
1.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
As the study on business organization ts still not popular, and 
. 
the academic research concerning the chambers of commerce in this 
country is greatly insufficient. Most of the information and data 
collected are primary and secondary respectively. Some background 
reading has also been done to supplement this study. Information 
and data were collected by intensive reading of the annual reports 
and magazines provided by the chambers. Constant reference to 
useful publications and books were also made. Discussion were also 
carried out with the secretary of the ACCCIM. 
Most of the data are presented in table form and further 
illustrated by graphs and bar chart diagrams. This is to make the 
work of comparison easier and to have a clears picture of what ts 
given. The researcher used and combined various methods of 
research methodology. Generally, three methods are used in this 
study, namely, content analysis, observation and interview. 
1.3.1 CONTENT ANALYSIS 
Content analysis is the most basic method m any study. The 
\ 
researcher has spent six months, from March 1993 to August 1993 in 
doing library research for the collection of secondary data. Within 
this period, the researcher collected information from the reference 
books, theses, press cuttings, magazines as well as reports and 
7 
working papers from the voluntary associations, in particular, the 
ACCCIN1. The contents of the written materials noted above have 
been reflected in the researcher's analysis on the issues/problems of 
study, in order to get a clearer picture regarding the topic. 
1.3.2 INTER VIEW 
The researcher also spent three months, from March 1993 to 
May 1993 1n doing fieldwork at ACCCIM, Selangor Chinese Assembly 
Hall for the primary data collection. Simple Random Survey method 
was not used in this study. Several key informants have been 
selected, to determine the validity and clarify any doubts of the 
secondary data. They are the Honorary Secretary General of ACCCIM, 
Deputy Executive Secretary of ACCCIM, a few Chinese entrepreneurs 
who had given speech at University of Malaya from 22 Sep 1993 to 
10 Nov. 1993. 
1.3.3 OBSERVATION 
At the same time, the researcher had attended the 46th Annual 
General Meeting, which was held at the Batu Pahat Chinese Chamber 
of Commerce, J ohor, on 13 Dec. 1992. Observation was utilized to 
determine the validity of the data obtained during the interview. 
This method is proved helpful to the researcher tn obtai ning a 
c learer picture regarding the role of the ACCCIM m the Chinese 
participation in commerce and indus try. 
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1.4 PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS OF STUDY 
The researcher encountered numerous problems as follow:-
(i) The most difficult part of the study is the lack of proper records 
and limited references for the study, especially the records for the 
earlier period which were not available at all. Fortunately, there 
were articles contributed by the members 1n the Chambers' 
Magazine which made the information needed available. 
(ii)Another matter of concern to the researcher is lack of enough 
reference points concernmg this study. There are very few theses 
on this: almost practically none in the Anthropology and Sociology 
Department of University of Malaya that have an in-depth study 
of Chinese participation in commerce and industry with regard to 
Chinese Chambers of Commerce. However, there are numerous 
reference books available in the library of University of Malaya. 
In spite of this, the researcher· could not locate some of these 
reference books and it could hamper in a small way the progress 
of this thesis. 
(ii i)Problems also arose due to language. This was because most of 
the articles, reports, bulletins and magazines were tn Chinese. 
Therefore, translations was necessary. It took a long time for the 
researcher to do the translations works. However, there wasn't 
much of a problem in this as the researcher understands Chinese 
well and was to carry out the necessary translations. 
(iv)Another difficulty arose due to the fact that the Secretariat Office 
of the ACCCIM was very busy, especiall y the preparation and 
9 
Evaluati on of the Seco nd Malays ian C hin ese Economi c 
Congress(MCEC) and the 46th Annual General Meeti ng. It had 
resulted in the delay in the collection of information and data. 
Fortunately frequent visits were allowed. 
• 
1.5 DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS 
In the context of this study , the terms "commerce", "business" 
and "trade " are used interchangeably to cover those ac tivities which 
attempt to seek profit directly or indirec tly involving goods, money 
or labor force to fulfill the demands and the economic development. 
All kinds of management, whether individu al owner or partnership 
inves tment, are included in the category of commerce. Its scope 
compr ise of agriculture, breeding, fi shery, mini ng, hydroelectric and 
gas indus try, manufacturing, processing, construc tion, transportation , 
m surance, fin ance, security, trading, mortgage, renting, publishing, 
hote l and catering, entertainment, ad vertisin g, intern ational trade, 
etc. 
The te rms "vo luntary organi zati on", "volun tary soc ie ty", 
"voluntary agency" or "voluntary association" , in the context of social 
services, are used interchangeably to cover those bod ies whic h 
provide some form of social service, which control their own policy, 
and whic h depend in part at least, upon financ ial support from 
voluntary sources.5 
5 Rooff, Madeline. "Yoluntary societi es and Social Policy", Routledge and Kegan 
Paul Ltd., London, 1959, pp xiii. 
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In th e context of this studv , on lv the terms "Chinese" or 
. . 
"Chinese Malaysian" are used interchangeably to cover those Ch inese 
ethnic group in Malaysia. At one level, that of linguistic conven ience, 
its introd uction was understandable. There had been a proli feration 
of terms for the Chinese abroad like Huashang (Ch inese trader), 
Huagong (Chinese coolie), Huaqiao (Chinese sojourner), H u ay i 
(Chinese descent or re-migrant) , Huaren, Huamin, Huamang ( the las t 
three are various ways of saying "Chinese" or "Chinese people") in 
addition to min-Guangren, min-yueren and Tangren ( people from 
Fukian and Guangdong, who traditionally called themselves "people 
of Tang Dynasty"), Zhongguaren and none of them seemed accurate 
enough to cover all the Chinese living outside China.6 The researcher 
shall not attempt any narrow definition of "Chinese migration" but 
try to introduce the subject m broad terms. broad ly, C hinese 
migration refers to the departure from Chinese soil for the purpose 
of living and working abroad. 
6 Wang, Gungwu, "China and the Chinese Overseas", Times Academic Press, 
Singapore. 199 1. pp 7. 
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CHAPTER II 
ffiSTORICAL BACKGROUND OF CHINESE TRADERS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
been 
The history of Chinese immigration to Malaya I has already 
well-documented2. To trace the development of Chinese 
participation in commerce and indu stry in the country from those 
early days, one needs to understand the nature of Chinese society, at 
the same time as well as the attitude of the Colonial power toward 
the Chinese immigrants. 
The early arrivals, whether from within the region or from 
China, were traders or descendants of traders or were related to 
traders and eager to learn to become success ful traders· themselves. 
Although there were many artisans and farmers amongst the new 
arrivals, they came to the region primarily to trade in the broadest 
sense of the world. Whether they were artisans with skills to 
produce goods for sale or cultivators who grew cash crops for trading 
During the Colonial period, Malaysia was known as Malaya. Afler Warll it was 
renamed ·the Federation of Malaya. In 1963 it merged with two Borneo states 
(Sabah and Sarawak) and Singapore to form Malaysia. Singapore left the 
union in 1965. Today, the peninsula is known as West Malaysia while Saball 
and Sarawak are known collectively as East Malaysia. 
2 See 13ibliography in Purcell, Victor, " The Chinese in Modern Malaya", Donald 
Moore, Singapore, 1956. 
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purpose, they were effectively aspiring and potential merchants. This 
basic pattern of Chinese involvement in Southeast Asia, as traders or 
aspiring traders, had been present for nearly a thousand years. It 1s 
unlikely that anyone in the 1820s a nd 30s in Malaya could have 
expected the major changes, in this pattern which were about to take 
p lace. 
The most important change after the 1840s was the increase in 
numbers of Chinese leaving China for Southeast Asia and elsewhere 
in the world. Thi s was a mass ive movement and certainly not 
peculiar in the area around Malaya. Nevertheless, its effect on 
Malaya was probably greater than anywhere else. For one thing, it 
led to large numbers of Chinese arriving to work in Malaya or for the 
purpose of both business and employment possibilities through a 
new trade in Chinese labor. 
2.2 PULL FACTORS 
As for the pull factors, the mains ones derived from western 
expansion in the Far East followin g the Indus trial Revolution in 
E urope, the g rowing Southeast Asian markets, and the inc reasing 
demand for labor in tin mines and various kinds of plan tati ons. The 
qualitative change in economic and trading conditions in the reg ion 
led to a rapid growth in the demand for c heap labor which the 
Chinese in the reg10n were able to supply by bringing in their own 
countryme n m increasingly large numbers. 
One of the fundamental aim of colonization by the European 
powers was to secure supplies of raw materials and valuable 
1 3 
commodities to feed their industries . After Francis Light took 
possession of Pcnang in 1786 to use it as a port of call, it was soon 
found that Penang and its neighboring territories could also provide 
ample lands for cultivation of spice, Gambia, sugar, etc. for shipment 
to Europe. After the occupation of Singapore and Malacca by the 
British in the following years, it was further realized that the thinly-
population territories of Peninsular Malaysia could be opened up for 
producing raw material and commodities needed by the Europeans. 
One of the ways to achieve this was to utilize the cheap native labor 
in the new plantations, mining operations and even trading firms 
established by the Europeans. 
However, the Malay societies at that time did not provide easy 
and sufficient sources of labor force. The small Malay kingdoms and 
Malay village communities scattered in various riverside areas m 
Peninsular Malaysia at that time were so compact and close-knit by 
the feudal bondage that they could not be easily dismantled or 
broken up by the external forces. The Malays would prefer to move 
upriver or uplands to lead their traditional life rather than be 
subjugated as they did during the Portuguese and Spanish rules m 
Malacca in earlier years on the cue of the British expansion of rule 
over Peninsular Malaysia. The Malay economies were decaying while 
the Malay peasants and commoners were not free enough to move 
into other occupations since they were tied down to the small plot of 
land and bonded to their rulers. Faced with such a situation, the 
I 
early British Administrators adopted a form of policy of "indirect 
rule" towards the Malay states. They tried to preserve the outward 
form of the traditional Malay political and economic structures but 
with the aim of placing the Malay societies under their control and 
1 4 
surveill ance tn a different way. Such a policy had further prevented 
or retarded the participation of the Malays in the new economic 
activities initiated by the Europeans3 . 
Obviously, in order to solve the problem of labor shortage, the 
early British Colonial administration had to adopt a policy of free 
immigra tion and free trade to attract immigrant laborers as well as 
immigrant small traders and artisans from other countries, especially 
from China and India where a surplu s of manpower was in exis tence. 
T his was the "pull" factors that caused the mass influx of Chinese 
immigrants into Peninsular Malaysia duri ng the 19th century4 . 
Though the Chinese traders had com e to Peninsular Malaysia much 
earlier than arrival of the British, it was only under the early British 
rule that the mass C hinese immigration i n a l arge scale was 
ini tiated5. 
2.3 PUSH FACTORS 
There were also "push" factors that contributed to the large and 
continuous exodus of the Chinese from the southe rn coastal regions 
of C hina during the 19th century and up to the first decades of 20th 
century which consequently produced a large pool of Chinese labor 
force as well as the Chinese business class widely spread throughout 
this country. 
3 Purcell, Victor, "The Chinese jn Malaya", OUP, Kuala Lumpur, 1976, pp 30-36. 
4 Wang, Gungwu, "The Cul ture of Chinese Merchant", Working Paper Series 
No.57. University of Toronto, New York, March 1990. 
5 Chin, John. M.,"Tbc Sarawak Chinese". OUP, Kuala Lumpur, 1981, pp 20. 
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The Chinese people tn the southe rn coastal provmces tn 
mainland China had been living intolerable socio-economic conditions 
admits internal turmoi l's and external aggressions, unscrupulous 
exploitation by the feudal lords, land shortage and unempl oyment, 
miserable poverty and poli tical persecution. Throughout the e ntire 
19th century and up to the early 20th century, such a situ ation had 
basically remained the same. The poor peasants and even the 
ordinary traders found such a situation so unbearable that they were 
willing to migrate to other lands to seek a better life if they could be 
assured of a better prospect. That was why many Chinese poor 
peasants were so easily cajoled and cheated by the coolie recrui ters 
and agents to leave their homelands and come to Nan-Yang ( which 
literally means southern sea and 1s used to refer to Southeast Asian 
Countries ) to work as "piglets" m the Chinese kongsis or European 
estates6. The life of these Chinese indentured laborers was miserable 
as shown by their nicknames "piglets". After the signing of "Nanking 
Treaty" as a result of the war the British navy during 1841-42, the 
Manchu Dynas ty was forced to open six sea ports in Southern China, 
mainly in Kwangtong and Hokkien provinces, for traders with the 
British merchants. The fo llowing years had witnessed the over-
weaning of the Manchu Dynasty in confrontation with the foreign 
powers7. Such contacts with the west and the improvement of sea 
tra ns portation had encouraged and faci litated the emigration. 
Southern c.oastal Chinese had thus been gradually wide opened to the 
outs ide world and the vast reservoir of her under employed labor 
6 Purcell, Victor, "The Chinese in Southest Asia", OUP. Kuala Lumpur. 1980, pp 
115. 
7 Wang, Gungwu , "Community and Nation-Essays on Southeast As ia and the 
Ch inese", Heinemann Education Dook Ltd .. Si ngapore. 198 1, pp 25. 
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fo rce had thus been made available to the world at large and to the 
not distant lands of "Nan-Yang" in particu lar. 
2.4 SOCIAL-BACKGROUND OF THE IMMIGRANT CHINESE 
Not only the junior members of the farme r class were drawn 
into this "mass exodus", the Chinese emigrants also included a large 
number of shop employees and petty traders who had some pnor 
commercial experience before emigration. In tradi ti onal China the 
Chinese business class was considered to occupy a very low social 
status in the social hierarchy. This was particularly true for the small 
traders and vendors. As they were not wealthy enough to associate 
or join the officialdom, they also suffered under the deterioration 
socio-economic conditions and political turmoil at that time and 
would emigrate to seek better prospect of given the opportunities. 
Maurice Freeman in his study on the background of the 
economic sophistication of the overseas Chinese remarked that the 
success of many first-generation immigrant Chinese in Southeast 
Asia not only rested on their capacity to work hard which was 
"fou nded m a discipline acquired at home", but also because ':.they 
were highly sophisticated in the handli ng of money"8. However 
nobody can acquire such a so-called "highly sophisticated" knowledge 
of handling money unless he has been exposed to and experienced tn 
8 Freedman, Maurice, "The handling of money : a note on the background of 
the economic sophistication of overseas Chinese", Reproduced in "Read in 2 
in Malayan Economics", edited by J. H. Silcock, Eastern Universities Press 
ltd., Singapore, 1961, pp 38. 
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the commercial and the business transactions. As pointed out earlier, 
many immigrant Chinese m Nan -Yang did experience suc h 
commercial exposure or training before their migration. 
Apparently, many Chinese immigrants brought with them some 
sort of rudimentary training in busin·ess and being immigrants m a 
different country they were free from feudal bondage or restrictions 
and had much greater freedom in their choice of occupations. These 
immigrant Chinese therefore became the best candidates to take up 
the occupations a~ the commission agents and employees of the 
European firms or as the middleman and vendors for the 
distributions or retailing of the manufactured goods as well as for the 
collection of the local produces. 
In fact, the Chinese merchant class had bee n Known in China 
since Chou Dynasty during 1122-246 B. C.9 Chinese classics, fictions, 
literature and historical records written during various old dynasties 
have been found to contain many narration of the Chinese merchants 
and traders, either big or small , including the small businesses such 
as tea houses, restaurants, lodging houses, artisans, goldsmiths, Iron 
smiths and the like. The precepts on the ways to do business and to 
accumulate wealth given by a successful big merchant called Taw-
Chu-Kong who lived in the period of warring states (approximately 
481 -222 B. C.) have been passed down to the Chinese descendants. 
Even m today's Malaysia, many Chinese educated traders and 
merchants still regard the precepts as "golden rules" in managing 
9 Shih, Kuo-hcng, "The early development of lhe modern Chinese business 
class" in "The Rise of the Modern chinese Busj ness Class". Institute of 
Pasific Relations. New York. 1949, pp 2 1. 
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their business . One can easily find a scroll with frame contain Tow -
Chu-Kong 's presents hung up on the wall inside a local Chinese shop. 
However, what is of ~ paramount importance is that, alth ough the 
Chi nese merchants and traders had been in low social status and 
faced with various restrictions and oppressions in the old feudal 
soc ieties, their trading activities had been continuously in existence 
for thousands of years and the business class as a distinctive group 
had never been wiped out even when faced with the aggressions of 
the western colonial power durin g the 19th century. 
In fact, for East Asia, the Chinese merchants clearly led the way 
and, after the twelfth century, they had become the leading 
merchants m Southeast Asia as welll O. There was external 
confirmation , largely in western writings, that Chinese merchants 
were increasingly active, especially in Southeast Asia, where the 
Portuguese and Spanish, followed quickly by the Dutch and the 
English, came to control most of the key trading ports. In all these 
ports, the Chinese merchants provided experience, skills and 
momentum. And western officials and traders acknowledged that the 
Chinese were the most dynamic group in the region. The Chinese 
merchants emerge as Ingenious and adventurous traders who had 
remarkable flair for profit-seeking and risk-taking under conditions 
that were often dangerous if not actually hostile. Western writing not 
on ly commented o n C hinese cou r age, adaptab ili ty and 
e ntrepreneurship . They al so confirmed those qua lities of 
industriousness, thrift, honesty, trust and loyalty which bound most 
of them and gave their leaders strength and boldness . And, most of 
l 0 Wang, Gungwu, "Chinese and Chinese Overseas". Times Academics Press. 
Singapore, 1991, pp 188. 
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all, they noted the way the Chinese merchants organized 
themselves 11. There were guild- like associations and coaliti ons of 
various kinds. 
Under such comparatively "favorable" historical and cultural 
backgrounds, it was to be expected that a large portion of the Chinese 
population in general and the Chinese emigrants in particular should 
have been exposed to the business culture and experiences. 
2.5 THE CHINESE BUSINESSMEN IN MALAYSIA 
The position of Malaya ensured that it became the largest 
number of new Chinese who, on the one hand, severed the labor 
supply and enabled the settled Chinese there to become richer and 
more successful , and on the other~ provided a new reservoir of 
entrepreneurial talent and the next generation of merchants for 
Malaysia. It is a measure of the stability of British rule m the 
Settlement, and m particular their control over the economic growth 
of Malaya, that original settled Chinese families were able to hang on 
to economic power alongside their British counterparts for at least 
another generation. And it was not until the end of the nineteenth 
century that the fre sh blood from Ch ina was able to claim an 
increasingly large share of the Malaysian economy. 
Due to the various "push and pull" factors, the Chinese 
immigrants consisting of peasants, laborers and petty traders moved 
1 I 11lli1.., pp 190. 
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into the Peninsular Malaysia to fill m the vacuum. With the prior 
rudimentary commercial experience and knowledge, many Chinese 
immigrants could set up their own small business with comparative 
case than the people of the native communities at that time under 
the favorable conditions of the British rule. They had also become 
suitable candi'dates to work tn the European agency firms established 
m the straits settlements which were the commercial and trading 
centers tn this part of the world at that time and were also the entry 
points for the Chinese immigrants . Once their position m the 
commerce and trade was established, the Chinese traders could and 
would strength their footholds and multiply their numbers in a 
comparatively easier way through the operations of various social 
institutions such as their kinship and clanship systems. 
2.6 CONCLUSION 
These socio-historical factors help towards the understanding 
of the maintenance of traditional social institutions, in particular 
Chinese chambers of commerce , amongst the Chinese migrants in 
Malaya. The process of in-migration assumes a certain pattern which 
is conducive to the reactivation and rejuvenation of traditional forms 
of social behavior. 
Firstly, the majority of these Chinese migrants fall m the age 
group of nineteen to twenty-five and are mostly unmarried, 
migrating singly without their families. This tncreases their 
dependency on other kinsmen who are settled in this settlement. The 
need to have some form of social and emotional stability cannot be 
2 1 
satisfied by the immediate family unit so th at voluntary assoc iation 
become crucial to the young Chinese migrants. 
Secondly , these mi grants, come into Malaya without much 
pre paration by way of form al trainin g in certain trades or 
occupations or the possess ion of an educational background which 
can adequately prepare them for a good j ob in this settlement. This 
again increases the ir dependency on kin ship and traditional 
voluntary assoc iations. in particular, trade associa tions, or more 
briefly , Chinese chambers of commerce. 
Thirdly, the Chinese kinsme n of one partic ular lineage or 
cognatic descent group migrate into Malaya at different times and set 
themselves up in different sections of the town so that it creates the 
need to organize certain forms of social ac tivity to ensure that one 
keeps abreast of all ones kinsmen m Malaya. 
Conseque ntly , Chinese dominance of partic ular kinds of 
economic ac tivity, especially in trade and commerce are influenced 
by the historical/s truc tural and social/cultural fac tors of Chinese 
migrants in the early settlements. As the Chinese partic ipate m 
commerce a nd trade, various Chinese voluntary associations , tn 
partic u lar, cham bers of comme rce are formed for mu tual 
responsibility, co llecti ve he lp and he lp to alleviate financ ial 
difficulties which individuals may continually be faced wi th. 
For the discussion of the formation, growth, developme nt and 
organi zation structure of these Chinese voluntary associations, in 
particular the ACCCIM , the researcher will discuss in chapter three. 
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CHAPTER III 
ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE OF THE ACCCIM 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The motive behind the chamber of commerce movement is as 
old as man's tendency to group together whenever he shares 
common interest with others. But to go back to 1599 is far enough to 
see its formal beginnings. This was the year in which the Town 
Council of Marseilles appointed a separate committee or chamber, 
which it called Le Chamber du Commerce, to regulate the commerce 
and customs of that par~. It became, m fact, an adjunct of 
Government and soon after, other c hamber were formed in France 
with s imilar powers. The semi-:official nature of these French 
chambers set the pattern for their future development throughout 
the countries of the continent. 
In Britain, on the other hand , the chambers developed as 
voluntary associations, with the objective of influencing government 
rather than acting as its agency. The first British Chambers of 
Commerce was formed m Je-rsey in 1768. From that time on, new 
chambers sprang up m rapid succession in the major trading centers 
in Britain 1 . 
In the whole region of Malaysia, especially urban areas, various 
1 DPPMM, "Rules and Regulations". Kuala Lumpur, 1968. pp 80. 
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Chinese associations were established with respective objectives and 
based upon multiform relationship. This was caused by the Chinese 
living circumstance which involved elements such as kinship, social 
class, dialects or language, economic s ituation. etc. Nevertheless, 
these thousand of Chinese associations can be classified into three 
categories as below, 
(a) Associations which based upon dialect or language relation 
groups, 
(b) Associations which based upon clan, or more exact the family 
name, 
(c) Associations which based upon trade and occupation2 . 
3.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Associations which based upon trade usually shall be found m 
urban areas only, especially the commercial centers. Members of 
such ass ociations consis ts of traders who active m respective 
commercial sphere. Usually , two types of membership are accepte~ 
to participate m such associations, namely, membership which 
registered under trader's name, and membership wh ich registered 
under shop or company's name. 
Usually, these Chinese trade associations shall endeavor to 
assemble all Chinese traders under the ir protection. With objective to 
strengthe n the members re lationship but also to unify the ir 
members. Frequently, members of such associations shall organize 
2 Kua. Kia Soong, "A Protean Saga, the Chinese School Of Malays ia", The 
Resource and Research Centre, Kuala Lumpur. 1990. pp 18. 
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certain activities to encourage and to enlarge business respectively. 
As a result, most of the members of Chinese trade associations shall 
cooperate efficiently. 
On the condition that execution of new commercial rules and 
regulations which shall cause negative effects to traders, these 
Chinese trade associations shall deputize traders concerned and have 
dialogue with authoritative sides so as the relevant rules and 
regulations would be abolished or amended. 
The oldest Chinese voluntary associations which have the 
elements and characteristic of trade association stated above was 
Cheng Hoon Teng ( ~ i +- ) in Malacca, an oldest Chinese organization 
in Malaya in early seventeenth century. Anyway, due to the Cheng 
Hoon Teng only gave priority to Hokkien traders at that time, the 
most celebrated trade associations in Malaysia are the Chinese 
chambers of commerce, which spread everywhere3 
Together with Chinese chambers of commerce, there are a1so 
miniature Chinese trade associations, s uc h as Accated Water 
Manufacturers Association, Bicycle & Motorcycle Dealers Association, 
Coffee Shop & Restaurant Merchants Association, Furniture 
Merchants Association, Freight Handing Association, Goldsmith 
Merchants . Association, Hawkers Association, Liquor Merchants 
Association, Master Builders Association, Petrol Dealers Association, 
Rubber Dealers Association, etc. 
Consequently, existi ng plenty of occupation associations m 
., 
3 see Winstedt, R.," A His_tory of Malaya". London 1935. pp 140. 
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Malaysia, some are established by employers and some are founded 
by employees with the aims to take care of the members' welfare 
respectively. All these occupation associations are under the 
leadership of Chinese chambers of commerce. 
Chinese chambers of commerce are established at district level, 
such as The Batu Pahat Chinese Chamber of Commerce. Also at state 
level, for example, there are The Johore Associated Chinese Chamber 
of Commerce, The Kuala Lumpur & Selangor Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce & Industry, etc. The principal leadership at national level 
shall be known as The Associated Chinese" Chambers of Commerce 
and Industry of Malaysia, hereinafter referred to as the II ACCCIM II 
The ACCCIM was founded in 1947 as a society under Malayan 
Societies Act. The registered address of the ACCCIM was at the 
Chinese Assembly Hall, No.1, Jalan Maharajalela, Kuala Lumpur, 
which shall not be changed without the prior approval of the 
registrar of societies. Under the voluntary system of Chambers of 
Commerce in Malaysia, the ACCCIM is an autonomous private sector 
organization that virtually represents more than 20,000 Chinese 
Malaysian companies, individual s and trade associations m 
particular, a.nd the Chinese business community in general. 
Membership of the district level Chinese Chambers of 
Commerce shall be opened to Chinese shops and individual traders. 
At the state level Chi nese Chambers of Commerce, besides the 
Chinese shops and individual traders, membership shall consist of 
Chinese trade associatio ns and occupation associations m the 
mentioned state. Moreover, Chinese Chamber of Commerce at district 
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level also under the command of the state level Chinese Chambers of 
Commerce, except Batu Pahat Chinese Chamber of Commerce, Klang 
Chinese Chamber of Commerce, Kluang Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce and the North Perak Chinese Chamber of Commerce. 
The ACCCIM is the parent organization of the Chinese Chambers 
of Commerce in the country . In fact it is the only central Chamber of 
Commerce that has complete regional representation in the country. 
It has seventeen constituent chambers located separate ly in the 
thirteen s tates of the nation (Kuala Lumpur Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce combine wi th Selangor Chinese Chamber of Commerce) 
and four Chinese chambers of commerce from four districts, namely 
Batu Pahat, Klang, Kluang and Taiping (North Perak). T hese four 
district level Chinese chambers of commerce followed to be part of 
the ACCCIM on account of their fo under roles of the ACCCIM. 
Consequently, these four district level Chinese chambers of 
commerce have the same status with the other state level Chinese 
chambers of commerce. 
3.3 OBJECTIVES 
The ACCCIM's objectives as promu lgated m its Rules are 
namely, 
( 1) To promote liaison and cooperation among the various Chinese 
chambers of commerce tn Ma lays ia fo r the protection, 
promotion and advancement of all interests of their members in 
respect of commerce, industry, primary industries and other 
economic activities: 
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(2) To study a nd formulate views. observatio ns a nd 
recommendations of the Malaysian Chinese business community 
a nd the Gover.nme n t or other pu bl ic/pri v ate sec tor 
organizations. and in furtherance of this object to contribute 
towards the development of national economy and promotion of 
national unity; 
(3) To collect, collate and disseminate and other economic sectors; 
(4) To liaise with other Chambers of Commerce or economic 
organizations. In particular, to organize or participate in meeting 
relations to economic matters, trade missions and exhibition s 
and other activities relevant to the promotion of economic 
cooperation ; 
(5) To promote social welfare activities as well as organize or sponsor 
manpower training programs or seminars be nefic ial to the 
economic development of the nation; 
(6) To arbitrate in the matter of disputes between members (with 
the consent of both parties) and to perform other service 
P<?rtinent to the function of a chamber of commerce. 
As a result, from the objectives itself. one can say that the 
ACCCIM has played the characteristics of the voluntary associations 
which a group freely organized by citizens for the pursuit of the 
relationships of inter stimulation response and common interest in 
contrast to a s tate established agency with its own self-contained 
administrative s tructure and funtionaries4. 
4 Fairchild, H. P., ed, "Dictionary of Sociology", Rowman & Allanhelf. New 
Jersey. 1970, pp 16. 
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3.4 MEMBERSHIPS 
Memberships of the ACCCIM shall be classified into two 
categories namely, 
1 Constituent Members; 
Any Chinese Chamber of Commerce and Industry or Associated 
Chinese Chamber of Commerce and Industry at s tate level m 
Malaysia is eligible to apply to become a constituent member of the 
ACCCIM. Not withstanding this provision, all state , district or town 
level admitted as constitue nt members before the said provision 
becomes operative shall continue to become members of the ACCCIM. 
' The ACCCIM comprises the following seventeen constituent 
Chambers, namely, 
The Associated CCC of Sarawak; 
The Kuala Lumpur & Selangor CCC & Industry; 
Penang CCC; 
Perak CCC; 
Sabah United CCC; 
Malacca CCC; 
Negeri Sembilan CCC & Industry; 
Johore Associated CCC; 
Kelantan CCC; 
Kedah CCC & Industry; 
The Pahang Associated CCC; 
Trengganu CCC; 
Perlis CCC & Industry; 
The North Perak CCC; 
Klang CCC; 
Batu Pahat CCC; 
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Kluang CCC5. 
2 Associate Members; 
Any trade and/or industrial association of a national scale in 
Malaysia ~ay apply to become an associate member of the ACCCIM. 
However, the majority of membe rship of such association shall 
comprise of ethnic Chinese. 
All constituent members shall h ave right to speak, vote, elect 
and be e lected at general assembly; to submit proposa ls for 
discussion by the central committee or general assembly and to 
e njoy all the services provided by the ACCCIM. All associates 
members shall have the right to attend the general assembly (their 
delegates shall be of ethnic Chinese) and submit proposals for 
discussion by the central committee or the general assembly, and to 
enjoy all the services provided by the ACCCIM expect the right to 
vote, elect or be elected at the general assembly. 
5 Interview with Dato' Soong Siew Hoong, Hon. Secretary General o f ACCCIM, 
on 22 Sep 1993. 
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3.5 ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE 
Table 3.1 
The Organization Chart of the ACCCTM6 




The General Assembly (Annual General Meeting or Extra-
ordinary General Meeting) of members shall cons titute the supreme 
authority of the ACCCIM. All business arising in between the general 
assemblies shall be transacted by the central committee and the 
Executive Committee. 
3.5.1 GENERAL ASSEMBLY CAGM/EGM) 
An Annual General Meeting of the representatives of members 
shall be he ld annually at a venue in the location of the member 
hos tin g it. The quorum for an AGM shall be nine constituent' 
members. The Rules of procedure for the conduct of the AGM shall 
inter alias, include the followi ngs:-
6 ACCCIM, "Rules and Regulati on". pp 10. 
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(a) Each and every member present shall elect a chief delegate and 
deputy delegate to participate in the discussion of the va rious 
bus iness. 
(b) Other representatives shall have the right to speak subject to 
obtaining prior consent from their respective chief delegate. 
(c) Only th e chief or deputy chi ef delegate of eac h cons tituent 
member present shall execute its voting rights. 
(d) Each constituent member present shall have one voting right m 
each instance when voting is required to arrive at a decision. 
(e) The president shall have a casting vote in the event that there 
are equal votes. 
The agenda for every Annual General Meeting shall include the 
followings:-
(a) to receive and to adopt the An nual report and the audited 
accounts for the preceding term/year; 
(b) to discuss the proposals submitted by members; 
(c) to decide the venue for the following Annual General Meeting; 
(d) to elect ACCCIM office-bearers; 
(e) to appoint Hon. Auditors/paid auditor. 
Proposals submitted by all members shall reach the ACCCIM 
secre tarial by the date stipulated by the central committee. The 
central committee may consolidate proposals of similar nature to 
facilitate discussion at the Annual General Meeting. 
The President shall convene an Extra-ordinary General Meeting 
as and when he deems necessary. The President shall convene an 
Extra-ordi nary General Meeting at the joint request of any four 
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constituent members provided that the matter to be disc ussed shall 
not contravene any prov is ions of Lhe ACCCIM Rules. No tice of 
meeting shall be given to all members within 2 1 days from the date 
of receipt of such request. The quorum and rules of procedure of 
EGM shall be the same to that of the AGM. 
3.5.2 THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE 
The Central Committee shall consist of the current presidents of 
all cons tituent members (Chambers). The Central Committee shall 
elect from among its members, once every two terms at an annual 
general meeting the following office-bearers of the ACCCIM:-
The President 
The Deputy President 
Four Vice President 
The Hon. Treasurer. 
During the period under review the ACCCIM Central Committee 
as follow:-
The Associated CCC of Sarawak : Tan Sri Wee Boon Ping 
Kuala Lumpur & Selangor CCC & Industry : Mr. Ngan Ching Wen 
Penang CCC : Datuk Tan Kok Ping 
Perak CCC 
Sabah United CCC 
Malacca CCC 
Negeri Sembilan CCC & Industry 
Johore Associted CCC 
Kedah CCC & Industry 
The Pahang Associated CCC 
Kelantan CCC 
: Dato' Yau Sow Thoo 
: Datuk Mohd. Sari 
: Mr. Goh Kok Kee 
: Dato' Lee Choon 
: Dato' Low Nam Hui 
Mr. Tan Huat Sheng 
Mr. Lai Swee Ching 
: Mr. Yap Kian Chiaw 
Trengganu CCC 
Perlis CCC & Industry 
The North Perak CCC 
Klang CCC 
Batu Pahat CCC 
Kluang CCC 
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: Mr. Chin Kong Nam 
: Mr. Khor Seong Mooi 
Mr. Chuah Thean Seng 
Mr. Yeoh Joo Chuan 
: Mr. Ng Eng Sos 
: Mr. Luah Seng Leong 
The Central Committee shall meet at least three times during 
each term of office. At least 10 days' notice of meeting shall be given 
to all Central Committee members and the quorum shall be nine 
Central Committee members. 
3.5.3 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Besides, the Central Committee may appoint Prominent 
individuals who have made outstanding contributions to the ACCCIM 
to be Honorary Presidents or Executive Advisers of the ACCCIM. 
Specific duties or assignments for an Hon. President or Executive 
Adviser shall be determined by the Central Committee. 






Tan Sri Wee Boon Ping 
Mr. N gan Ching Wen 
Datuk Tan Kok Ping 
Dato' Yau Sow Thoo 
Datuk Mohd. Sari bin Datuk Haji Nuar 
Mr. Goh Kok Kee 
Hon. Treasurer 
Hon. Secretary General 





Dato' Lee Choon 
Dato' Low N am Hui 
Mr. Yap Kian Chiaw 
Dato' Soong Siew Hoong 
Datuk Koh Pen Ting 
Datuk Choong Han Leong 
Tan Sri Dato' Wong Tok Chai 
Tan Sri Lim Geok Chan 
Tan Sri Datuk Wee Boon Ping 
Datuk Tan Kok Ping 
Dato' Yau Sow Thoo 
Datuk Mohd. Sari 
Mr. Goh Kok Kee 
Dato' Lee Choon 
D.ato' Low Nam Hui 
Hon. Treasurer Mr. Yap Kian Chiaw 
Hon. Secretary General Dato' Soong Siew Hoong 
Deputy Hon. Secretary General : Mr. David Chua Kok Tee 
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The ACCCIM Preside nt shall , with the concurrence of the 
Central Committee, appoint an Hon. Secretary General and a Deputy 
Hon. Secretary General, and establish Working Committees relevant 
to the ACCCIM's ac tivities. The Convenors and Deputy Convenors of 
such Work ing Committees shall also be appoi nted by the President 
with the concurrence of the Central Committee. As a result the 
Executive Committee shall con sist of the President, the De puty 
President, fo ur Vice- Presidents, The Hon. Treasures and the Hon. 
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Secretary General of the ACCCIM. 
The Pres ident shall lead the ACCCIM and supervise the 
management of affairs of ACCCIM, to be the principal representative 
of the ACCCIM in dealing with external affairs and to convene and 
preside at General Meeting and Central Committee Meetings. Also, 
the President shall establish Working Committees and honorary posts 
whenever necessary, to nominate Honorary Advisers, Hon. Secretary-
General, Hon . Deputy Secretary-General, the Convenors and Deputy 
Covenors for respective Working Committees for approval of the 
Central Committee, and engage or dismiss the paid staff and to deal 
with matters pertaining to remuneration and fringe benefi ts of the 
paid staff of the ACCCIM, the engagement or dismissal of the 
Executive Secretary shall requt re the approval of the Central 
Committee. 
The Honorary Treasurer shall take charge of the ACCCIM's 
moneys, vouchers and accounts submit monthly statement of income 
and expenditure to the Central Committee, prepare the du ly audited 
Annual Balance sheet for the approval of the Central Committee and 
the Annual General Meeting and formulate ACCCIM Budget for 
approval of the Central Committee. 
The . Honorary Secretary-General shal l on the direction of the 
President, attend to the routine affairs of the ACCCIM and supervise 
I 
the paid staff. The Honorary Secretary-General shall be an ex-officio 
member on the various meetings of the ACCCIM, he shall have the 
right to speak but no right to vote?. 
7 Interview with the Deputy Executive Secretary of the ACCCIM, Encik Eow 
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3.5.4 WORKING COMMITIEE 
The covenors of Working Committees shall be entitled to attend 
and speak ex-officio at meeting of the central and Executive 
committees. However, they shall have no voting right as in the case 
of the Ron-Secretary General. The Convenors shall be responsible for 
their respective Working Committees and shall at the direction of the 
President, attend the Central Committee meeting to present reports 
on the activities and progress of their respective Working 
Committees. 
The Deputy Convenors shall assis t the Convenors of the 
respective Working Committees in carrying out various functions and 
in the absence of the Convenors to assume their duties respectively. 
During the period under review, the ACCCIM has thirteen Working 
Committees as follows:-
Finance and Planning Committee; 
Commerce Committee; 
Industry & Human Resources Development; 
Public Relation Committee; 
Agriculture Committee; 
ASEAN Affairs Committee; 
ACCCIM Planing Committee on Technical & Vocational Train; 
National Economic Policy Committee; 
Working Committee on Sixth Malaysia Plan; 
ACCCIM 2020 Study Group; 
Organizing Committee for the Second MCEC; 
Construction and ~roperty Committee; 
Dung Poo on 14 April 1993. 
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Legal Affairs Committee. 
The Finance and Planning Committee shall study matters 
relevant to the financial aspects of ACCCIM organization and make 
appropriate recommendations to the Central Committee on the 
strengthening of ACCCIM's financial position. Also, on the direction of 
the Central Committee, to assist the Honorary Treasurer 1n 




Mr. Yap Kian Chiaw 
Mr. Chua Beng Thian. 
The Commerce Committee shall study and formulate v1ews on 
issues pertaining to Government policies, legislation, regulations and 
other factors affecting the wholesale, retail, import and export trade, 
and the related services. Also, the committee shall make appropriate 
recommendations and propose various measures on the commercial 
sector and the related services to the Central Committee and on the 
direction of the latter organize or arrange specific function there on. 
The working committee of Commerce Committee as follow:-
Convenor : Mr. Mew Jin Seng 
Deputy Convenor : Dato' Lim Yak Hua. 
The Industry and Human Resources Development shall identify 
problems affecting the manufacturing sector and related supporting 
industries and services, in particular, to highlight the principal issues 
and problems affecting the small and medium sized industries, to 
propose measures and take appropriate action for their development 
and advancement in line with the national industrial development 
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program. 
Also, the Industry & Human Resources Development shall 
identify problems and issues relating to human resources 
development, in particular, to highlight the problems of shortages of 
ski lled and semi-skilled labor, to propose measures and take 
appropriate action to develop and train manpower, to up grade 
manpower resources in technical and vocational fields m line with 
the national human resources development program. Later on, the 
committee shall make appropriate recommend ations above to the 
ACCCIM Central Committee for consideration and on its direction, 
take appropriate action on accredited recommendations. In 
furtherance, shall encourage all trade associations/industry group 
under the aegis of the respective constituent c hambers to act 
accordingly. The working committee of the Industry & Human 
Resources Development as follow:-
Convenor 
Deputy Convenor 
: Dato' Soong Siew Hoong 
: Mr. Loh Nam Hooi. 
The Public Relations Committee shall make reception of and 
meetings with foreign visitors and mi ssions from abroad. Also the 
committee shall handle the organization of functions and implement 
commu nity-oriented and welfare activities that cou ld further 
enhance and project the image of ACCCIM on the direction of the 




Mr. Chin Kok Howe 
Mdm. Lee Yow Chee. 
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The Agriculture Committee shall study and formulate v1ews on 
issues pertaining to policies, legislation, regulations and other factors 
affecting food, agricultu_re, forestry and primary commodities sectors. 
Also, to make appropriate recommend ations and propose vanous 
measures on ·agricultural development to the Central Committee, and 
on the direction of the latter , organize or arrange specific funct ions 




Mr. Lim Fung Chee 
Mr. Yeoh Chip Tong. 
The ASEAN Affairs Committee shall on behalf of The ACCCIM 
Central Committee in resp~c t of all ASEAN matters not requiring a 
policy decision. The committee shall be responsible in coord inating 
a nd monitorin g ACCCIM's participation/ representation 1n all 
activities of NCCIM Working Groups on ASEAN matters namely:-
-NCCIM Working Group on ASEAN industry cooperation; 
-NCCIM Working Group on ASEAN Trade; 
-NCCIM Working Group on ASEAN Food, Agriculture & Forestry; 
-NCCIM Working Group on ASEAN Trans portation & 
Communication ; 
-NCCIM/ASEAN vis-a-vis thi rd Country Business/Economic 
Councils. 
Also, the committee shall make appropriate recomme ndation 
whenever deemed necessary for the cons ideration of the ACCCIM 
Central Committee pertaining above and on its direction take actions 
on accredited recommendations . During the period under review, the 
working committee of the ASEAN Affairs Committee as follow: -
Convenor 
Deputy Convenor 
Mr. Lee Keng Bin 
Mr. Toh Peng Hoe. 
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The ACCCIM Planning Committee on Technical and Vocational 
Training shall formu late an ACCCIM 5-year plan for Technical and 
Vocational Trainin g which will servtce to compleme nt and 
supple ment Govern ment efforts m increas ing the pool of sub-
professionals and skilled workforce so crucial m the achievement of 
Malaysia's industrial development goals. 
Also, this committee shall draw up action plans- interim and 
long term on the following areas:-
-Awareness creat ion of Government's indus tri alization 
objectives, role and importantance of Small & Medium Scale 
Indus trie s ( S Mls), employment and entrepreneuri al 
opportunities, technology, productivity. 
-Advise and encouragement t_o public, in particular parents and 
youths on the prospects of pursu ing vocational/ tec hnical 
education . 
-Access adequacy/suitability of Government's Tec hni cal & 
Vocational Trai nin g Institutes . . VlS-a-VlS industri al needs; 
where deemed appropriate to work to tandem with existi ng 
institutes toward s rationalizing/revamp ing ex isting cu rricula 
and training programs8 
During the period under revtew, the working committee of the 
ACCCIM Planning Committee on Technical and Vocational Training as 
8 Sin Chew Jit Poh, 20 Aug 1992- remark by Mr. Ngan Ching Wen, Deputy 




Dato' Soong Siew Hoong 
Mr. Goh Bok Yen 
Dr. Yeah Oon Lee. 
Other Working Committees as follow:-
National Economic Policy Committee: 
Advisor Tan Sri Dato' Wong Tok Chai 
Chairman Mr. Ngan Chin Wen 
Deputy Chairman Tan Sri William Cheng Heng Jem. 
Working Committee on Sixth Malaysia Plan: 
Convenor Mr. Ngan Chin Wen 
Deputy Convenor Mr. David Chua. 
ACCCIM 2020 Study Group: 
Convenor 
Deputy Convenor 
Datuk Tan Kok Ping 
Dato' Soong Siew Hoong. 
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Mr. N gan Chin Wen 
Dato' Soong Siew Hoong 
Construction & Property Committee: 
Convenor Mr. Chua Kok Tee 
Deputy Convenor Datuk Lim Gait Tong. 
\ 
Legal Affairs Committee: 
Convenor 
Deputy Convenor 
Mr. Low Hop Bing 
Ms. Chong Pit Fong. 
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From the data stated above, the Working Committees have the 
representatives from various state/district level Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce. As a result, it shown the hi ghly cooperation between 
various regional Chinese trade associations in the whole country. It is 
therefore built up a network of economy consultation , interaction 
and mutual help to the Chinese Malaysian bus inessmen. 
3.6 CONCLUSION 
From the soc iological point of view, it would be quite 
interesting to say a few words about the social s tructure and the 
units in which the ACCCIM . formed. Despite the growing 
indus trialization and specialization of the economy, the Chinese 
bus inessmen still maintain a number of tradi tional social insti tutions, 
particularly those oriented around the regional and occupation9. The 
mam tradition al princ iples of o rganization based on seniority, 
generalized reciprocity, mutual help and cooperation are very much 
adhered to by the Chinese Malaysian. The traditional regional 
in s titution of commerce which to the Ch inese embod ies a tie 
sometimes as sacred as that amongst members of a lineage group is 
also stron gly maintained amongst the Chinese m Malaysia. This 
however, does not mean that Chinese here are not also in volved in 
ac tiviti es w hic h are nati on-d irected fo r th ey a lso acquire 
9 Sec llibliography in Purcell. V .. "The Chinese in Malaya". OUP, K.L.l967. 
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mem bership in nation-based Chamber of Commerce. However, their 
affiliation to such associations particul:lrly the ACCCIM appear to be 
more nee- tradition al than non-traditional f or th eir le ade rshi p 1s 
ac quired through the sta tus of the Chinese e ntrepre ne urs, as the 
regional Chinese Chamber of Commerce did, except that here, they 
perform the func tions more organi zed and stratified with its own 
self- conta ined administrative structure and fun ctionaries . 
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CHAPTER IV 
FUNCTIONS AND ACHIEVEMENT OF THE ACCCIM. 
4 . 1 INTRODUCTION 
The functions of Voluntary Associations from the general to 
the specific and relate to psychological as well as societal needs: 
provide information about housing, job, opportunities, and other 
bewildering aspects of the new settino· o• facilitate fraternal 
relationships and fellowship; promote a sense of security; channel 
mutual aid and welfare (including such diverse activities as gift-
giving and, m the domain of spiritual welfare, prayer-offering), 
make status more visible and comprehensible; provide a means 
for the formulation and expression of self - interest; facilitate 
exchanges of goods and services; afford a mechanism for social 
control and resolution.! 
The are at least three levels at which voluntary associations 
may have an impact. First, associations may perform functions for 
the whole social system. Second, associations make contributions, 
presumable both positive and negative, to the lives of both 
affil iated and unaffiliated individuals in the social system. Finally, 
Stephen A. Douglus & Paul Pedersen. "Blood. Believer. and Brothe(' The 
Development o f VoluntarY Assocjotion in Malaysia", Papaer in 
International Studies . Ohio University, Ohio, 1970. pp.9 
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the functions of voluntary assoc iati ons may be unders tood in 
terms of the group interests which they represent.2 
The ACCCIM as the headquarters of various regional Chinese 
Chambers of Commerce in Malaysia, always foc us its efforts on 
consultin g and representing Chinese businessmen to manage the 
socio-economy affairs and routines which affect national economy 
land, Chinese commence and industry sectors,. For the past forty-
five years, the ACCCIM has managed to overcome various 
problems. These problems comprise of commerce and industry 
rules and regulations, export and import trading, transportation, 
labor, etc. 
In the process of handling such problems, the ACCCIM 
usuall y facing difficulties, espec ially after the independence of 
Malaysia, the station which ecoryomy control the politics , has 
changed to the circumstance which politics allocate the economy. 
The prev ious executive committee have tried to innovate the 
strategies, so as to solve the problems which faced by the Chinese 
commerce and industry sectors. 
The major projects which have carried out by the ACCCIM 
are namely, the promotion of small and medium scale industries 
(SMIS) and human resource development, T ec hni ca l a nd 
vocation al developme nt plan and Second Malaysian C hi nese 
Economic Congress. 
2 Nicholas Babchuck and Charles K. Warriner. "S i~npos ts in the study of 
vo luntary Groups" sos iologica1 Inquiry, spring 1965 . pp 135- 137. 
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4. 2 PROMOTION OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES (SMIS) 
HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Most of the Chinese bu sinesses are sole proprietorship. In 
the Chinese societies, the is an aphorism saying that, "every body 
is boss". It implicate that these is no Chinese who willin g to 
become labor, if possible , every Chinese ambitions to become boss. 
There is a more accurate colloquial saying that, "it is better to be 
the Chicken's head rather the buffalo's tail." That is to say that a 
leader who give orders is better than the follower who always 
obey the instruction. It implicate that although the business is 
small , one can be the boss who give orders. T his ideology 
effectuate the existence of small and medium scale industries to a 
great extent. The characteri stics of these sole proprietorship 
businesses are small capital, small size, and easy to enter the 
fi e ld .3 
According to table 7-1, Sixth Malaysian Plan (1 991 - 1995), 
the main type of businesses in Malaysia are sole proprietorship. 
In Peninsula Malaysia, 82.3 percent of retail business 
organizations and 4.5-9 percent of percent of wholesale business 
organizations are sole proprietorship. In Sabah and Sarawak, the 
percentage of retail business organizations is 86.2 percent and the 
wholesale busi ness organization is 33 .7 percent. Thi s percentage 
J Interview with the Deputy Executive Secretary of the ACCCIM, Encik 
Eow Sung Poo on 14.4.1993. 
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shown that the domestic commerce sector 1s controlled by the 
traditional family beside businesses.4 
From the facet of ownership to ethnic, the Chinese controlled 
majority of detail and wholesale business organizations m 
Malaysia. In Peninsula Malaysia, Bumiputera owned 32.3 percent 
of retail business organizations, Chinese controlled 60.8 percent 
and India 6.3 percent. In Sabah and Sarawak, Bumiputera 
ownership was lower namely 17.4 percent and Chinese was 79.3 
percent.5 
The above supporting industries and services are commonly 
refereed to as small and medium scale industries which have 
shareholders fund of RM2.5 million on less, and which also make 
up about half of the Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers' 
(FMM) membership and over 95% of the ACCCIM membership. 6 
The important contribution of SMis 1n the developed and 
developing countries has been acknowledged. In the last few 
years, the Malaysian Government too has been takin g measures to 
nurture and up-grade the capabilities of SMIS. The following 
statistics reflects the status of the SMIS in Malaysia: 
4 Please refer to appendix 
5 Ibid, pp.242 
6 Speech by DalO' Soong Siew Hoong, Honorary Secretary General. the 





SMTs in Malaysia According to Total Employment Size Group 
( 1988) 
Total Groups Value Total Fixed Assets 
Emp loyment Domestic Added Employment 
Size Group Product 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Below 49 2.39 7.07 11.66 6.30 
50-99 2.88 9.99 11.75 9.02 
100-199 5.52 18.08 18.02 14 .86 
200-499 5.60 24.00 20.05 29.30 
500 + 7.98 40.36 3 8.5 1 40.52 
Source: Industrial Surveys, Department of Statistics. 
Compared to the newly industrial ized economics· of South 
Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore, Malaysia is a new player 
in the area of developing SMi s. The buoyant economy in Malaysia 
during the last few year has hi ghl ighted the importance and 
urgency of a strong SMis base. At the same time, the large 
numbers of industrial investments in the country during the last 
few years have Newell areas of weaknesses among the Malaysian 
SMis. 
Some of these shortcomings and weaknesses are being 
add ressed by the Government. But a great deal more still need to 
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be done by both the public and private sectors if we are to cre:1te 
dynamic SMis to achieve the 2020 vision. Private sector trade 
organizations like the Federation of Malays ian Manufacturers 
(FMM) and the ACCCIM have in the past few years been pleasing a 
leading role to coordinate and guide the private sector to work 
closely with policy makers toward this common objective. 
One of the a1ms and objectives of 2020 vision ts to build a 
strong, competitive, vulnerable and flexible economy. It is a high 
technology industrialized economy. The small and medium scale 
industries are important driving forces tn the national economic 
development. The majority of the SMis are Chinese enterprise, 
the SMis play important role in the industrialization process 
under the 2020 vision. 
It has to be acknowledge that the Chinese entrepreneurs did 
not emphasize management modernization and human resources 
training. Many of the .entrepreneurs still maintain their traditional 
and family style of management. The ACCCIM Industry and 
Human Resources Development Committee had over the pas t 
several years been advocating and imple me nting human 
resources training in the SMis. The ACCCIM has targeted 1989-
1990 as the period for promoting SMis, and 1991-1995 for 
implementing the five-year development plan for technical and 
vocational training. · The ACCCIM has repeatedly emphas ized the 
need to break away from the traditional method of management, 
and to move ahead with modernization; improving the 
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management methodology; emphasizin g hum a n reso urces 
development; using scientific technologies to tmprove productivity 
to keep abreast with the fast high technology development trend 
m Ivlalaysia and the world.? 
During the period under revtew. the ACCCIM Industry and 
Human. Resource Development Committee continued to step up 
efforts and direct activities towards the promotion of SMis and in 
the area of human resource development. It took cognizance that 
the indus trial sector would continue to provide the main stimulus 
to the growth of the Malaysian economy and in consonance with 
this, the development of small and medium size industries (which 
constitute 80 percent of manufacturing es tabli shme nt), would 
continue to contribute towards a more dynamic and comparative 
industrial sec tor through supportive and comple mentary role. 
The committee had met regularly tn various verges namely, 
Kuala Lumpur, Kuching, Kota Bharu and Kuantan. Interchamber 
linkage facilitated the implementation of a wide range of activities 
and programs, in particular, the ACCCIM 5 year Development Plan 
on Technical and Vocational Training . The M ajor issues 
highlighted and deal with the period under review included the 
following the policy measures outlined on the Sixth Malaysian 
Pl an and second ou tline Perceptive Pl an (whereby the committee 
studied and in response it presented a proposed Action Plan to the 
7 Text of speech by Ta11 Sri Datuk Wee Boon Ping. President fo ACCCIM, at 
the opening ceremony of the second MCEC on 18th August. 1992, ad 
Kuala Lumpur Hilton Hotel. 
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central committee for endorsement), the Industrial Technical 
Assistance Fund (IT AF), Intensification of Research for Priority 
Areas (IRPA), the Agreement of Common Effective Preferential 
Tariff (CEPT) for the establishment of the Asian Free Trade Area 
(AFT A) - its implementation and implication on the private sector. 
Other major activities undertaken by the committee 
included the following:8 
Table 4.2 
Activities Undertaking by the ACCCIM Industry & Human 
Resource Development Committee 
(i) Publications: 
- Compilation of speeches/texts Jan 1992 
on small a nd medium 
Industries tn Malaysia 
- Project Proposal on the 
Establi s hm e nt of SM I March 1992 
Resource & Advisory Center 
- 3rd Issue of the Industry & July 1992 
Human Resource Development 
Newsletter 





- Briefing on the facilities and 
services by Telekom Malaysia. Kuala Lumpur 13th Jan 1992 
Talk and Demonstration of 
latest development 10 office 
Automatio n 
- Co-organising of seminar on 19th May 1992 
customs and Export 20th May 1992 
Documentation by Constituent 
Chambers. 
- Development of SMI m an 
Industrialized Country hell 10 
Kuantan 
(iii) \fisits:-
Visit to inter Pacific 
Packaging Sdn. Bhd. 
- Visit to New Tong Fong 
Plywood Sdn. Bhd. 
- \fis it to Perwaja Steel Sdn. 
Bhd. 
20th Sept 1992 
30 May 1992 
19 Sep 1992 
20 Sept 1992 
Special emphasize was given to the promotion of various 
sc hemes provided by Government to assist the deve lopment of 
small and medium sized industries (SMis). The ACCCIM industry 
and Human Resource Development committee propose to organize 
a road show for the promotion of Industrial Technical Assistance 
Fund (IT AF). Fiscal Incen tive for SMIS. The Road show was 
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expected to be held between October 1992 - January 1993, topes 
to includes: 
Indus trial Adjustment Fund 
Reinvestment All owance 
Double Deduction for expenses on training 
Human Resource Development Fund 
Intensification of Research for Priority Areas (IRPA) 
As a result , from the above data, one can see that the 
ACCCIM is always try its best to promote the development of 
small scale indu s tries (SMi s) and th e human resource 
development in the Chinese business commu nity. It shown that 
how the Chinese Malaysian businessman first adapts his business 
practices to the technical and organizational requirements of these 
industries, such as the ways in which he attempts to cape with 
the growing size and complex.ity of modern firms. The 
businessmen always try his best to move further away form the 
small - or medium scale family firm e ngaged in commerce, 
tow ards modern technology-based man ufac turin g for fore ign 
markets . 
4. 3 5-YEAR TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT PLA N 
All ACCCIM's constituent chambers gave full support to the 
"5-year Technical and Vocational Development Plan" s ince its 
implementation of the plan. It was obvious that the 
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implementation of 5-year plan was given spec ial emphasis by all 
constituent chambers. A lot of activities relating to Technical and 
Vocational Training and Human Resource Development we re 
duri ng the period. 
At the same time, the Planning Committee for Technical and 
Vocational Traini ng, had also reviewed the 5-year Plan w ith the 
objective and Goals namely: 
( 1) to compleme n t and supplement the efforts of the 
government in training more technicians. 
(20 to create more employable school levers by providing them 
technical and vocational training. 
(3) to increase the numbers of technic ia·ns and skilled workers. 
( 4) to improve on the opportunities and pote ntial fo r sel f-
employment and entreprene ur ship, especially in the small 
and medium scale industries. 
(5) to upgrade a nd retr ain members to increase their 
capabil ities in rece1vmg new technologies. 
It the first year plan of action, namely 1991 , the ACCCIM 
had established a planning committee on Technical and Vocational 
Training, it also establi shed the Indu s try and Human Resource 
Development Committee compris ing represe ntatives of all the 17 
constituent chambers. 
In the second year which is 1992, the ACCCIM had set up a 
Resource and Advi so r Center fo r s mall and med ium sc ale 
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Industries and Human Re~ourcc Develooment. Al~o. the ACCC'TM 
had set up Technical 1nd Vocational Scholarship Fund and Co-
ordinate Technical and Vocational Training Courses with 
government and private institutions. 
In the third year plan of action, the ACCCIM has set up a 
registry of public and private Technical and Vocational Training 
Institutions m Malaysia. The ACCCIM Also encouraged and 
assis ted trade o rganizations on firm to make use of training 
facilities offered by the 59 vocational schools. 9 technical schools 
and 7 polytechnics under the Ministry of Education as well as the 
10 Indu strial Training Institutes under the ministry of Human 
Resources. 
Malaysia's chosen path ts towards industrialization as 
envisioned in vision 2020 announced by the Prime Minister m 
February 1991. ACCCIM's responsibility is to see th at its 
members become key players in this great endeavor. 
As a step towards realizing the objective of being a 
developed country ACCCIM have put up this 5-YEAR TECHNICAL 
AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING DEVELOPMENT PLAN. 
ACCCiwl always work in tandem with their constituent 
chambers in particular and their members towards the successful 
implementation of this plan. In order to train the ACCCIM 
industry and Human Resource Development Committee members 
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and their executive secretaries respectively, to facilitate the 
implementation of the 5-year plan, ACCCIM Planning Committee 
for Technical and Vocational Training had successfully organized 
a workshop on 28th March 1992, which took place in Hilton Hotel, 
Kuching. 
As a follow-up, the ACCCIM also made a feasibility study out 
he application of computer Assisted Ins tructio n system for 
Technical and Vocational Training/Education. 
4 . 4 SECOND MALAYSIAN CHINESE ECONOMIC CONGRESS 
AND STATEMENT 
The NEP, which was implemented in 1970 had stipulated 
that by 1990, the Bumiputras should own at least 30 percent of 
the equ ities in commercial and industrial establishments in the 
country.9 The Chinese business community had supported the 
policy. It also supported the objectives of the NEP which was 
aimed at eradication poverty, restructuring of society and to 
achieve national unity irrespective of race. However, during the 
implementation process of the NEP, the authorities concerned had 
over emphasized the interest of the Bumiputras. The Chinese felt 
that their interest were not taken into cons ideration. Therefore 
the first MCEC was convened to draw the government attention to 
the diamond of the Chinese business commun ity.! 0 
9 Mohd. Fauzi Haji Yaacob, "Perniaga dan Perniagaan Mclayu" Dewan 
Bahasa Jan Pustaka, Kuala Lumpur. 1989. pp.l20. 
l 0 The Memorandum of I s t MCEC, which submitted on 3 1 Jan 1980 to the 
Government of the federation of Malaysian by the ACCC IM, pp.33. 
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Subsequent to that, ACCC IM prepared a memorandum 
outlining to l 0 resolutions the congress had adopted, e ntitled 
"Towards faster eco nomic growth and greater national unity." 
Dato Sri Dr. Mahathir duly considered the memorandum and 
pointed ou t that it was government's principles to formulate 
moderate policies acceptable to all races. Problems were sure to 
crop up in the process of impleme ntation and it was impossible 
for the government to meet every demand of the masses. 
In 1993, the prime Minister proposed the Malaysian 
Incorporated Concept and privatization programs of public bodies. 
Before this, he advocated a series of new concepts and policies, 
inc ludin g "clean, effic ien t and trus tworthy government," 
"leadership by example" and "look east" policy. These new 
concepts and policies are but the government's answers to the 
recommendations from ACCCIM and the Chi nese Commu nity ; and 
the physical measures taken to correct the deviations occurred in 
the implementation process of NEP. 
In March 1983, the ACCCIM sent another delegation to meet 
Dato Sri Dr. Mahathir to put forward their views o n the current 
economic s ituation and the problems faced by the Chinese 
bus iness community. The ACCCIM reques ted the government to 
reelect the s trict control over trade and industrial development 
and to fu rther amend the Industrial Coordination Act. T he 
ACCCIM also proposed to the government to increase the ceiling of 
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permi t control by the fo reign investment committee form one 
million ringgit to the five million rin ggit. S ince May 1989, the 
government had formed several public-private sector consultative 
bodies. And up to date, the ACCCIM has been invited to sin on 18 
committees or councils of such nature. 
The government had formed a National Economic 
Consultative Council in January 1989, comprising members of 
political parties , trade associations and socie ties to listen to views 
and opinion on national economic policies offer 1990". The 
ACCCIM was one of the trade associations invited to six on the 
council. The Prim Minister initiated the formation of yet another 
body, namely the Malaysian Business Counsel Comprising member 
of senior government official's and top entrepreneurs of all races .. 
At the inaugural ceremony of the council , the Prime M in ister 
launched the vision 2020. 
These are indications that the Prime Minister had duly 
considered the memorandum of the fir st MCEC.ll Government 
po licies had been changed form emphasizing on res tructuring of 
society, compulsory Bumiputra Parti cipation , and trade and 
indu strial strategies to economic growth , e ncouraging genuine 
cooperation between the Bumiputras and Non-Bumiputras . The 
Indu s trial Coordination Act and many other ordinances and 
regulations had been amended. The various industrial ass istance 
I I Gob, Bok Yen. "Government policies . programmes and public sector 
cooperation in i mplemenliltj oo process towa rds achievin~ sustainable 
growing" working paper of the 2nd MCEC on 18 August 92 and 19 
August 92, at Kuala Lumpur Hilton Hotel. 
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and incentives were no longer based on racial prio rity . The 
governmen t re-organized and stre ngthened the ci vii services 
considerably to meet the requirements of the trade and indus trial 
sectors .1 2 
The 2nd Malaysian Chinese Economic Congress organized by 
the ACCCIM was held on 18-19 August, 1992 in Kuala Lumpur. It 
was atte nd ed more than 1,000 delegates comprising 
representatives of Chinese Chambers of commerce throughout the 
country, senior government officials, representatives of Malay and 
Indian chambers of commerce, trade associations as well as 
entrepreneurs, and academicians. Y AB Dato; Sri Dr. Mahathir, 
Primes Minister of Malays ia officiated the ope ning of the 
congress. The closing ceremony was officiated by Y AB Dato Sri Dr. 
Ling Liong Sik, Minister of Transport.l 3 
With the main theme "National Development Towards 2020" 
the congress deliberated on· a number of important topics which 
included the economic integration of various ethnic groups, the 
prospects and role of the Chinese busi ness community, the 
fostering of Bumiputras and non-Bumiputras economic 
coopera tion 14 Strateg ies of SM i s development, the 
ind us tri alizatio n tread, the deve lopme nt of sc ienc e and 
technology, the issues arising from policy implementations by the 
I 2 Nanyan~ Sian Pau, 20 Aug 1992. 
I 3 Ibid, 19 Aus 1992. 
l 4 David Chua. Deputy Secretary General, ACCCIM. " A Review of the lrd 
Dumiputra Economic Con cress Resolutions and the ir jmpljcat jon on 
Future Policy Formulaltion" working paper of the 2nd MCEC on 18-19 
Aug 1992. 
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public sector, the 3rd Bumiputr:l Economic Congress resolutions 1 5 
and the impact of global economic changes on this country. The 
congress was conducted throu gh plenary and workshops sessions . 
Simultaneous tran s lation in Mandarin, Engl ish and Bahasa 
Malays ia. was provided. 
After two days of deliberations, the congress adopted the 
reports of 3 workshops and passed ten resolutions as follows:-
1. The congress fully supports "Vision 2020" proposed by Prime 
Minister and urges the Chinese bus iness community to 
respond more pos itively and further s trengthen cooperation 
with other ethnic groups towards achieving the 9 challenges 
envisaged in "Vision 2020". 
2. The congress fully supports the formulation of policy that 
promotes genuine joint-venture and economic integration of 
all races, and urges the government to consult various 
chambers of commerce and industry when formulatin g such 
policy and guidelines to ensure its successful implementation. 
3. The congress urges the government to review and amend the 
existing laws, regul ations and administrative practices that 
control or regulate commerce and indus try to e nsure that 
they one consistent with the objectives of NDP, DPP2 and 
Vision 2020. 
I 5 Daro' Soong Siew Hoong. Hon Sec-Gen. ACCCIM. " Small and Medium 
F.n tcrprcseci - strategic:- fo r Accelerated Development". working paper 
of the 2nd MCEC. 
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4 . The congress urges the government to accelerate the 
implemen tation of huma n resource deve lopme nt p lan, 
particularly in respect of expanding as well as establishing 
more new centers fo r technical and vocational trainin g; 
government should also encourage establishment of private 
colleges and universities in order to resolve the problems of 
acute shortage of trained manpower. 
5. The congress urges the small and medium enterprises to take 
prompt action to modernize or reform their operations and 
methods of production, adopt new science and technology as 
well as to enter new markets so as to stand up to the 
increasingly severe competition of the business world . 
6. The congress urges the Chinese Business Community to 
inculcate the oood 1:> traditional values of trust, honesty, 
diligence, resilience, austerity etc. in the course of their 
entrepreneurial development and modernization. 
8. The congress fully supports ACCCIM President Tan Sri Datuk 
Wee Boon Ping's proposal to set up a "Malaysian Chinese 
Economic Development Centre" to assist Chinese business 
commun ity tn evaluating government policies, . . 1mprov1ng 
information exchange, developing international market as 
well as foste rin g Bumiputra and non-bumiputra joint-
ventures in line with national economic development. 
9. The congress urges the government to promptly establish a 
national consultative and monitorin g cou ncil, 1n which 
business communities of various races are represented, to 
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ensure successful implementation of NDP and realiza tion of 
VlSlOn 2020. 
10. The congress delegates ACCCIM the task of drafting a 
memorandum based on the resolutions passed and the 
reports, by various workshops adopted by the congress for 
presentation to government and take appropriate steps to 
achieve the objectives of the congress. 
As a result, the of the second MCEC, whether measure from 
the domestic economy situation, foreign economy circumstance or 
the formulation of proposition, all have significance in a certain 
sense. These could be seen from the ac tively participation of 
politicians and entrepreneurs from vari ous ethnic groups to this 
congress. Moreover, the inauguration of Prime Minister shown 
that the importance of second MCEC. 
Fourteen years ago, the first MCEC which organized by the 
ACCCIM, has regarded as the sharp blade which dissect the 
Chinese dilemma, and proposed important resolutions. The refine, 
the organized of second MCEC would be the bugle call wh ic h 
motivated the national economy situation to new era. 





The presentational, c on sultative anti scrvicino 0 funct ion s of 
the ACCCIM have been widely acknowledged. It maintaining close 
rapport and consultation with government and its agencies on a 
wide spectrum of subject affecting all sectors of the economy. It 
constantly formulates views and proposals on behalf of members 
to respond to policies measures and implementation exercise of 
the government within the framework of the New Economic 
Policy, the Malaysia Incur-erased Concept, Look East Policy, 
Privatization Program and so on. As the ACCCIM is an 
organization that brings together diversified interests of the 
business community including wholesale and retail sector, foreign 
trade sector, industrial sector, services as well as the primary 
sector of economy. It endeavors to recognize divergent v1ew point 
and economic interests to the advantage of all. 
As central decisions concurring economic policy and the like 
are taken up as national level, the ACCCIM works in close co-
operation with the national chamber of commerce and industry of 
Malaysia (NCCI?-.1) which is an apex organization comprising five 
principal sector bodies namely: 
1. The Malay chamber of Commerce and Indus try of Malaysia 
2. The ACCCIM 
3. The Associated Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. 
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4. T he Malaysian Internationa l camber of commerce and 
indus try. 
5. The Federation of Malays ian Manu facto ries. 
It ts at the NCCCIM level that the above private sector 
o rganizations can adopt a common position vis-a-vis governme nt 
a nd its variou s mini s tries. agenc 1es on leg is la ti ve a nd 
administrative issues attestin g the bu siness community as a 
w hole. 
The ACCCIM has representation on NCCIM council , NCCIM 
Executive committee, NCCIM standin g Committee and NCCIM 
working Committee . As ACCCIM operates on the princ iple o f 
shared res po ns ibilities and o bli gati ons, the AC CCIM has 
participated actively in the NCCIM working Group on ASEAN Food, 
Agric ulture and Forestry and the NCCIM workin g Group 
Australian and Pacific Relation. 
As a res.ult, the ACCCIM always work in close collaboration 
the NCCIM in its multi farious act ivi ties and in monitoring the 
tasks as allocated, and encouraging active partic ipation by its 
members in all NCCIM activities. 
The ACCCIM also seek to coll aborate internationa lly and 
maintai ns liaison with a number of Chambers of Commerce 
overseas and o ther economtc organi zatio n. T he ACCCIM 's 
involvement in ASEAN affairs in principally through the NCCIM 
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which in term, is affiliated to the ASEAN Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry (ASEAN-CCI).l 6 
16 According to Mr. Tan Kai Hee, working Group on Asean T rade, during 
lhe period under review, the ACCCIM continued to provide the 
Chairmansh ip and secreteriat support at national leve l to the ASEAN -CCI 
working Group on Food. Agriculture and Forestry (WGFAF). Asian-Australia 
Business Council (AADC) and Asean New Zealand Dusi ness Council (ANZBC). 
In the past year. ACCCIM representatives participated in a number of 
ASEAN-CCI activities which included the fol low: 
Paticipatio n in Round table meetings'/workshops organ ied by Asean 
Development Planning Centre (ADPC) in Dangkok, Thailand. The 
ACCCIM represented WGFAF Malaysia in a series of ro undtable 
meeting/regional workshops o n issues relating to Agri-Dus is ness. 
promotion of non-traditiona l agricultural products. 
Partic ipatio n in Asca n-New Zealand Dusiness Courcil. (ANZDC). 
Participation in Ascan-CCI meetings held in Jakarta, Indones ia. 
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TA BLE 4.3 
ACCCIM Representatives on NCCIM Working Committee 
ACCCI M R ep r esen t a ti veson NCC I M Counc il 
Ma mber A lt e rn a t e 
T an S ri Lim Geok Chan (until 31.7.1 992) -
Dato' Soong Siew Hoo ng (wef 1.8.1992) -
Mr. N~ran Ching wen Mr. Mew Jin Seng 
Da tuk T an Kok Ping Mr. Chin Kok Howe 
Dato' Lee Choon Mr. David Chua Kok Tee 
Mr. Jimmy Yeoh Joo Chuan Mr. Lee Kei}Z Bin 
ACC I M R epresentatives on NCCI M Executi ve Committee 
A lt e rn a t e 
M e mber 
T an Sri W ee Boon Ping -
Tan Sri Lim Gcok Chan Dato' Lee Choon 
(unti l 3 1. 7. 1992_} 
Dato' Soong Siew Hoong_ _{wef 1.8.1992) 
Mr. Ngan Ching Wen Mr. Chin Kok Howe 
ACC I M Re presenta ti ves o n NCCI M Stan d in g Commi ttee 
Mr.Ngan Ch ing Wen 
Malays ia-T a iwan Standing Committee (MTSC) T an Sri Lim Geok Chan 
(until 3 1.7. 1992) 




Dato' Lee Choon 
MTSC Joint Working Group (estb. Sept 1992) 
Mr. Chin Kok Howe 
Malaysian-Korca Economi c Cooperation 
Committee 
Mr. Ml.!w J in Scng 
Malaysian- Bangladesh Stand ing C ommittee Mr. Toh Pang Huat 
Mr. Tan Yew Thong 
Malays ian-Inuia Jo int nusiness Cooperation 
Committee 
Mr. toh Pang Huang 
Malays ian-Pakis tan Join Eco nomic 
Coooe ration 
ACCIM Representatives on NCC IM Working Committee 
Mr. Mew Jin Seng 
* Fiscal & Mo ne tary Policies committee Mr. Francis Li m 
Mr. Ngan C hin g Wen (Convenor) 
* Trade & Indus try commi ttee Dato' Soong Siew Hong 
Mr. Tan Kai Hee 
Mr. Ong Kim Seng _(Secretary) 
Mr. Chin Kok howe (Convenor) 
* Public Relati o ns Committee Mr. Raymo nd Won_g fook Khean 
Mr. Ngan Ching Wen 
* Finance Committee (Co nve rn o r ) 
Mr. Chin Kok Howe 
Mrs . He lena Ooi 
MR. Ngan Ching Wen (Convenor) 
* Inte rnati ona l & Asean Affairs Committee Mr. Lee Keng Bin 
Mr. Chin Kok Howe 
Mr.Tan Yew Thong 
-
Workin g Group o n A scan Industri al Mr. Yap Chee Keong 
Cooperat ion 
Mr. Raymond Wong 
-
Working Group on Ascan Trade Mr. Lim Guan Teik 
Mr. Tan Kai Hce 
Mr. Ngan Ching Wen (Convenor) 
- Working Group on A sean Food, Agriculture Mr. Lee Kcng Gin (Deputy 
Conve nor) 
& Forestry ' 
Mr. goh Dok Yen 
- Working Group on A sean Transportati on & Mr. Khoo Chong Keow 
Communication 
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Mr. Chin Kok Howe (Convenor) 
- Working Group on Australia and Pacific Mr. Lim ~ung Chce 
Mr. Larry Low Hock Peng 
Relations 
Mr. Lee Kcng Din 
- Working Group on Relations with Euror>e 
Tan Sri Lim Geok Chan 
- Working Group on Japan and other Asian 
Coun tries 
Mr ngan Ching Wen 
-
Working Group on North & South Mr. Chin Kok Howe 
American Re lations 
Mrs. Helena Ooi 
* Editorial Committee 
4. 6 RELATIO NSHIP WITH THE GOVERNMENT/POLICY 
MAKER 
The ACCCIM also has represe ntation o n Government 
Organized Councils, boards and committees, namely , 
National Heroes Welfare Trust Fund, Prime Mini s ter 
Department. 
Organizing Committee for the 5th Malays ia Incorporated 
Games, Prime Minister Department. 
Public-Private sector consultative Panef 
Ministry of Home Affairs 
Public-Private Sector Cons ultative Panel, 
Ministry of Finance 
National Consultative Panel , 
Royal Customs and Exercise Department. 
Consultative Panel, 
Inland Revenue Department 
National Consumers' Advisory Council. 
Min istrv of Trade and Industrv 
~ ~ 
Malaysian Export Trade Center Steering Committee, 
Ministry of Trade and Industry, 
Industrial Ad visory Council(IAC), 
M inistry o f Trade and Industry. 
Export Promotion Council, 
Ministry of Trade and Industry , 
Poison Board , Ministry of Health. 
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During the period under review, the ACCCIM is actively 
engaged in a number of consu ltations and dialogues with the 
Government and related quasi-government bodies o n policy 
issues, legislation , industrial and trade issues and other related 
matters concern to the business community. 
The ACCCIM also maintained close rapport with visi tors 
which inc luded representatives of bus iness organi zatio ns and 
trade commission personnel at home and abroad. The ACCCIM was 
also involved in the reception of visiting trade and investment 
missions ei ther along or in conduction w ith other constituent 




The Calender of Major issues/events Undertaking by the ACCCIM 
Date i\linistrv/O~ranisation Purpose of ~leetinl! 
13.1.92 Telekom Malaysia Briefing on the operations 
and services provided by 
T e lekom Malays ia to members, 
ACCCIM Industry & Human 
Resou rces Development 
Committee. 
16.1.92 Dank Negara Malaysia Discussion on Draft Foreign 
I nvestment Commiuee (FIC) 
Guidelines for the Regulation 
of Assets, Mergers & 
Takeovers. 
28.1.92 Min istry of Defence (Ex- Warriors Day Appeals Fund 
warriors Affairs Division) 1992 - Fund Raising Project 
Sub-Commillee Meeting. 
(A llended by Mr. Raymond 
Wong) 
11.2.91 Ministry o f International Dialogue with YB Minister of 
Trade & Industry (MITI) MIT I 
13.2.92 Ministry of Defence (Ex- Fund Raising Dinner in 
warriors Affairs Division) conj unction with Warrior's 
Day Appeals 1992.(anended by 
Mr. Raymond Wong) 
19.2.92 Ministry of Defence (Ex- fund Raising Project Sub-
warriors Affai rs Division) Commiuee meeting. (attended 
by Mr. Raymond Won_g}_ 
3.3.92 Ministry of Defence (Ex- Fund Raising Dinner 1992. 









Malaysian I3us incss counci l 
(MI3C) - Working Commiuce 
on Acceler:lled 
Industralisati on Drive. 
Export Enhancement, 
Economic Libcralisation & 
International Economic 
Relations 
Prime Minister's Dept 
Ministry of Home Affairs 
Royal Customs & Excise 
Implementation Co-
ord ination Uni t , Prime 
Minister's Dep t. 
Prime Minister's Dept 
ministry of Internatio nal 
Trade & Industry 
Min istry of Finance 
7 1 
1st Meetin g of the Working 
Committee chaired by Minis te r 
MITI, Dato' Sri Rafidah Aziz, 
The meeting was attended by 
ACCCIM President Tan Sri Wee 
I3oon Ping. 
Meeting between members of 
the Malaysian Business Concil 
and YAB Prime Minister. 
(attended by Tan Sri Wee Boon 
Pin£! ) 
Meeting of the Public-Private 
Sector Consullative Panel. 
(attended by Mr. Ngan Ching 
Wen ) 
Public-Priva te Sector 
Consultative Committee 
Meeting (attended by Mr. 
Wong Yim Fat) 
Special Meeting to discuss the 
development of Franchise 
System. (attended by Mr. Tan 
kai Hee) 
Organising o f 5th Malaysia 
Incorporated Games 1992 
(attended bv Dato' Lee Choon) 
To di scuss bilateral trade and 
economic issues between 
Malaysia and Peoplee's 
Republic of .China. (attended 
by Mr. Tan kai hee) 
Pre-Budget Dialogue 1993 










MBC Working Committee on 
An Accelerated 
Industrialisatio n Drive. 
Export Enhancement 
Economic Liberation & 
Inte rnational Economic 
Relations. 
Ministry of Domestic Trade & 
Consumer Affair 
Malaysian fiusiness Council 
( ISIS) 




Economic Li beration & 
International Economic 
Re lations 
Ministry of Home Affa irs 
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Meeting focussed sicuss ion on 
"The Non Financial Services 
Sector". 
Discuss matters relating to 
Packaging of Consumer 
Products in non-standard 
sizes. 
3rd Meeting of the Council 
chaired by Y AB Prime 
Minister (attended by Tan Sri 
Wee Boon Pingffan Sri Lim 
Geok Chan) 
Meeting was chaired by YB 
Data' Seri Rafidah Aziz, 
Minister o f MITI. Meeting 
focussed attention on role of 
domestic private investment 
in the accelerated 
industralisation drive 
(attended by ACCCIM Pres ident 
Tan Sri Wee Boon Ping) 
Public-Private Consultative 
Panel Meeting. 
Ministry of Domestic Trade & Discussion on issues relating 
Consumer Affairs to Trading Sector (who lesale & 
Department of Statistics 
Royal Excise & Customs Dept. 
retail) 
First Dialogue with private 
sector organ isations o n 
International Trade Statistics 




27.11.92 ~tin is try of International 0 r il.!fi II g Ul\ Common Effl!cti ve 
Trade & Industry (MITI) Referential Tariff (CEPT) for 
A sean Free Trade Area (AFT A) 
. 
. (attended by Dato' Soong Sicw 
H oang) 
TABL E 4.5 
Reception of Incoming Missions/Visitors Undertaking by the ACCCIM 
DATE 
7 . 1.92 
16.1.92 
NAME OF PROPOSE OF 
VI SI T OR/ DE L E ( MEETI NG 
ATI ON 
6-member Courtesy call; 
delegatio n from brief on la test 
eco nom ic 
FUNCTIONS 
O RGANISED 
Received by Mr. 
Ngan Ching We n, 
Dato' Lee Choon, I n t e rn ational 
T rade Research 
l nst (ITRA), 
Ministry of 
Fore i gn 
Eco nomic 
Relations & Trade 
(MOFERT) led by 
Mr. Liu Ze Pu, 
Director ITRI 
developments in Public Relations 
PRC, trade & Committee, 
in ves tm en t 
oppo rtu nit ies. 
Mr. Haris Ahmad, Briefing on 
Representa t ive, Fi n ancial 
Commerce Facility o f 
Interna t ional 
Mer c h ant 
Bankers Bhd 
ICIMB) 
E u ropean 
Com m iss ion 
I n ternati on a l 
Inves tm ent 
P artners. 
KLSCCI members. 
Lunch hosted by 
Execu t ive 
Adv isor Mr. , Li m 
Geok Chan. 
Received by Dato' 
Soong Siew 






Represcntltivc, briefing on Rccci vcd by D:lto' 
Overseas Chinese availability and Soong Sicw 
Credi t Guarantee application of Hoong and Mr. 
Fund, Taiwan. such Fund by David Chua 
businessmen. 
7-member Courtesy Call Dinner hosted by 
ACCCIM delegation from 
Ningxia Hui 
Automonous 
Region, led by HE 
Mr Bai Lichen. 
8-member 
delegation 











Mauritius led by 









Received by Dato' 





Dinner hosted by 
Oat' Soong Siew 
Hoong. 
Promotion of Meeting 
World Chinese arranged, 
Conference to be Received by Mr. 
held in Mauritius Ngan Ching Wen, 
and participation Mr. Chin Kok 
by ACCCIM Howe, Members 







9-me m ber Courtesy Call, 
delegation from Discussion on 
PRC led by HE Mr. bilateral trade & 
He Guangyuan, 
Mi nis ter of 
Machinery & 
Electro nic 
Indus try of 
China. 
? -member 
in vcstmen t 
enhancement. 
Courtesy Call, 
del ega ti on Promotion of 
Han gs h ou Bilateral Trade & 
Electronic & I nves tment. 
I nstru m ent 
Industry Mission. 
PRC, led by Mr. 
Tu Xin-Gen. 
5 -member 
de lega t ion 
Fore ign 
Courtesy Call. 
Economic & Trade · 
Commision, 
Fujian Province, 
led by Mr. Wang 




China Council for 
the Promotion of 
Inte rnati on al 
Trade (CCPIT) led 





ACCCIM Pres ident 
Tan Sri Wee Doon 
Ping, Mr. Ngan 
Ching Wen and 
Dato' Soong Siew 
Hoang. 
Received by Dato' 
Soong Siew 
Hoong, Mr. Chin 




Received by Mr. 
Ngan Ching Wen, 
Members Public 
R e lation s 
Committee. 
Received by Mr. 








7 -mtmber Courtesy CAll 
delegation from 
CCPIT Machinery 
& Electron ics 
Sub-Counci l led 
by Mr. Li Pao 
Zhen (Vice-
Chai rm anl. 
Visit of HE Mr. 




Bu s iness 
Meeting. 
Briefing o n the 





De legation from Bus iness 





Zealand led by 
Mr. John Francis 
4- me mb e r 
delegation from 
China Council for 
the Promotion of 
In tern at io nal 
Trade (CCPIT) led 




Bank of China, 
PRC led by Mr. 
Courtesy Call 
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Reed ved by Dato' 
Lee Choon, 
members Public 
R e l a ti ons 
Commillce, 
KLSCCI members. 
Lunch hosted by 
ACCIM. 
Received by Mr. 




Received by Dato' 
Soong Siew 
Hoang, Mr. Chin 
Kok Howe & Mr. 
Tan kai Hee. 
DINNER HOSTED · · 
BY ACCCIM. 
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14.10.92 BE Mr. Jolsvhi, Courtc..:sy Call. Received by Dato' 
Ambassador of Soong Siew 




16.10.92 Mr. Francis Counesy Call. Reveived by Dato' 
Sermel, Delegate Briefing on Soong Siew 
From Nauchatel business plan Hoong. 




19.11.92 Fujian CCPIT Courtesy Call. Received by 
Delegation led by Briefing. President and 
H. E. Chen Guang Centra l 
Yi. Committee, 
Lunch hosted by 
ACCCIM. 
4. 7 CONCLUSION 
To sum up the discussion in this section, it would seem from 
the functions of the ACCCIM and the relationships with particular 
bodies that Chinese economic behavior has started determine 
more by prevailing socio-economic and political circumstances , 
than by ethni cally-define cu ltura l , social or psychological 
characteristics, though there are obviously interactions between 
the two sets of factors. The Chinese businessman first adapts his 
business practices to the tec hni ca l and o rgani za tional 
requirements of these industries, such as the ways in which he 
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attempts it cope with the growing s tze and complexity of modern 
firms. Then as he moves further away from the small or medium 
scale family from engaged technology-based manufacturing for 
foreign markets, he fi nally abandons are dominated by increasing 
objective cross-eth nic class similarit ies. 
The future of Chinese economic activity m Malaysia depends 
on a combination of market forc es and governme nt policy. 
Government policy, namely the New Economic Policy has been 
important m breaking down actual on potential Chinese 
monopolies of cooperate ownership and industrial employment. 
Chinese businessmen had to adapt their traditional business 
practices as well as the cooperation with other ethn ic to the needs 
of large, modern, technology-based, and foreign-oriented industry. 
CHAPTER V 
CHINESE PARTICIPATION IN COMMERCE AND 
INDUSTRY 
5 .1 INTRODUCTION 
Michael Banton points to the significance of the voluntary 
associations mentioned "not as social institutions but also as 
embryonic bearers and creators of culture" .1 Besides, according to 
Linda Lim, Chinese dominance of particular Kinds of economic 
activity, especially in trade and commerce, may be attributed to a 
variety of overlapping historical/structural and social/cultural 
factors.2 
Overall, there is four characteristics for the Chinese 
Participation in commerce and industry, namely: 
(a) The spirit of Chinese kin culture; the Confucianism has 
influenced the Chinese businessmen. 
(b) Favors and Personal Relationships. 
(c) Power Centralization in the hand of the company chairman 
and a few relatives. 
(d) Small and medium scale industries. 
These four characteristics are closely bound up and caused 
the participation of Chinese in commerce and industry always in 
the small and medium scale category. According to the survey 
1 M. Banton, "West African Cjry", London, 1957, pp.219. 
2 Unda Y.C. Urn & Peter LA. Gosling (eds), "The Chinese In .South East 
Ailil". Vol.l, Maruzen, Singapore, 1993, pp 24. 
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undertaken by the Ministry of Trade and Industry in 1988, 
among the 28,335 firms, 92 .6 percent is small and medium scale 
industries, and provided 40.2 percent of working opportunity in 
the country. The survey in 1989 shown that, among the 13,992 
small and medium scale industries, 69 percent is family operation 
and sole proprietorship. These small and medium scale industries 
concentrate their business in four industries, namely, agriculture 
industry, timber industry, metal industry and construction 
industry.3 
5 .2 THE SPIRIT OF CHINESE KIN CULTURE 
As the paper by Barton, Omohundro, Gosling, Hafner and 
Linda pointed out, the Chinese here superior access to capital and 
credit, through family and kin groups, and associations based on 
common dialect group, clan or surname, and locating of origin in 
China. 4 They reflect the patrilineal organization of mainland 
Chinese Society. but their formation and economic significance are 
the direct consequence of Chinese immigrant and minority status 
in Southeast Asia, which probably makes them more important in 
the existed mainly for urban migrants in commercial. Migrants in 
a strange land, like rural migrants in a strange city, look to their 
"Own Kind" for identification and support, are often recruited for 
overseas employment by relatives clan members and neighbors, 
and linguistically can initially communicate only with members of 
the same dialect group. Thus the much-observed "clannishness" of 
the Chinese overseas is more a product of their being migrants -
3 See Sin Chew jit Poh, 25th Aug. 1993. 
4 0D-Cit, pp.26 . 
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in this case international migrant rather than the rural-urban 
migrant common in China itself- than it is of their being Chinese. 
Dialect group monopolies of par-ticular occupations and lines of 
business reflect the natural and historical tendency to find 
employment among those who speak the same language. 
As shown in chapter Two earlier, in those early settlements, 
the Chinese were organized according to their clan and district 
associations Provincial (Sheng) associations were formed by the 
cantonese and Hokkiens as their numbers increased and before 
long there were dialict (Tong Xiang) associations too, clan 
associations arose through the necessity for mutual aid and 
ancestral worship. At the same time, trade and professional guilds 
were also formed.s 
This process of immigration also assumes a certain pattern 
which is conductive to the rea<Ztivation and rejunevation of 
traditional forms of social behavior. Firstly ,the majority of these 
Chinese migrants fall in the age group of nineteen to twenty five 
and are mostly unmarried , migrating singly without families. 
Thus increases their dependency on other kinsmen and friends 
who are settled in Malaya. The need to have some form of social 
and emotional stability cannot be satisfied by the immediate 
family unit so that kinship ties become crucial to the young. 
Chinese migrant in the early settlements. 
S Kua Kia Soong "A Protean Sa2a. The Chinese Schools of Malaysia" The 
Resource and Research Centre, Kuala Lumpur, 1990. pp.18. 
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Secondly , these migrants, come into 1vlalaya without much 
preparation by way of formal training in cerLain trades or 
occupations or the possession of an educational background which 
can adequately prepare them for a good job in this settlements. 
This again increases their dependency on kinship ties. 
Thirdly, the Chinese kinsmen of one particular lineage or 
cognatic descent group migrate into Malay at different times and 
set themselves. up in different sections of the town so that it 
creates the need to organize certain forms of social activity to 
ensure that one keeps abreast of all one kinsmen in this 
settlements. This has the effect of not only reestablishin g old ties 
with kinsmen whom one has been separated from a considerable 
time but also of reactivating soilalties amongst those who have 
already settled and one in contact with one another in Malaysia. 
As a result, Chinese kin groups and assodations one used by 
upwardly mobile migrants to forge networks of information, 
credit and business contacts which serve them well on 
establishing their own businesses, particularly in trade, where 
credit is especially important. The participation in social 
relationships gives the Chinese businessman better access to 
information about prospective business partners, particularly 
their credit-worthiness, and provides multiple sanctions to 
enforce credit transactions. This reduces the risk, and therefore 
th e cost, of credit, and gives "a tremendous competitive 
advantage" to Chinese traders.6 
6 Unda Y.C. Urn. op-cit, pp.25. 
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5.3 FAVOURS AND PERSONAL RELALTIONSHIPS 
Personal relationships are intimate and informal contacts 
between human beings.7 Chinese social networks clearly give 
them one important economic advantage over other ethnic groups, 
in access to labor, credit, information, market outlets and security. 
These personal relationships are necessary to ensure trust 
between business partners in the industries, these techniques 
represent applications of sociology, social psychology, economics, 
and political science as well as of the special skills of social 
engagement, favors and gifts giving. As a result, a Chinese 
businessman always try his best to build effective politicians, the 
royal family, government officers, bank officers and others who 
are assumed will give him assistance and grant. 
The process of personal relationships involved the contact 
between the commercial activities -and the social activities, it take 
a long time and lots of money. Personal relationships also require 
·favor offering. 
As a result, for Chinese business in Malaysia, this study 
shows the continued interlocking of business and social interests 
at the highest corporate levels. Increasingly, as market forces 
spread, business enterprises expand, and national political social 
and economic integration develops on is fostered by the state, 
such networks begin to cross ethnic boundaries. 
7 Henry Pratt Fairchild ( ed), "Dictionary of Socioloi!y'' Row man and 
Allanheld, New j ersey, 1970, pp 217. 
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As shown in chapter three earlier, the ACCCIM has, in 
general, three ways to fulfill the function of personal relationships 
of Chinese businessmen, Firstly, the ACCCIM provide a focal point 
for the organization and expression of specific interests within the 
community and between different sections of its and stratified 
self-contained administrative structure. 
Secondly the ACCCIM provide a platform from which some 
community needs may be made known to powerful individuals 
and organizations within the Chinese community.8 This association 
exists in a social system which is so far as the member are 
concerned largely unstructured by ties of reciprocity between 
politicians, professionals, and other similar roles .9 Few socially 
binding obligations exist between most of the members of the 
association outside of the rather fragile framework of the 
association itself. 
thirdly, the ACCCIM provide a series of institutions in which 
the economic ambitions can acquire prestige and influence. 
5 .4 POWER CENTRALISATION 
The operation of a small family business is based on the 
proprietor's family and kinship relations which mentioned early. 
As a result, there is a close inter-locking or inter-action of family 
function and economic functions within the small business 
8 j. Clyde Mitchell, "Sociu.l networks in Urban Situation", Manchester 
University Press, Manchester, 1969, pp 131. 
9 Alice G. Dewey, "LeadershiP and the control of leaders" 
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enterprise concerned.lO This has been considered as one of the 
drawbacks that impede the efficiency of the sn1all family business 
operation. In a large modern business corporation, family and 
kinship function of the propriation and the workers' households 
or families have been separated and disentang led from the 
economic functions of the business enterprise concerned and this 
is considered as one of the important exercises of rationalization 
which have enabled the business enterprise to increase efficiency, 
profitability and scale of operation substantially. 
As a result, the Chinese family business enterprise is a 
business unit cum family-household unit. A Chinese household is 
usually a family or kinship grouping as pointed out by Maurice 
Freedman in his study on the Chinese family system in 
Singapore.ll In such a family operation business, usually the 
father- husband is the owner and he manages its duly operations. 
When · his business expands, he may employ additional 
assistants or apprentices recruited form his relatives or clansmen. 
In any event, it is the combination of the proprietorship and the 
labor force in one family-household or kinship unit that reflects 
the characteristics of power centralization of the small family 
business. What is important here is that the business functions 
and the family-kinship functions are indispensable to each other. 
10 Urn Ban Beng, "A Soci<>:economjc s tudy of the Chinese familv business 
with particula r reference to the coffeeshop trade" , LA. , Thesis, 
University Malaya, 1979, pp. 291. 
11 Freedman, Maurice, " Chinese Family and Marria2e in Simmoore" Ther 
Majesty's stationary office, 1951, pp.40. 
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Consequently, the power centralization of the Chinese 
businessmen has caused the existence of the small and medium 
scale industries which have shareholders fund of RM 2.5 million 
or less, and which also make up about half of the Federation of 
Malaysian Manufacturers' (FMM) membership and over 95 %of 
the ACCCIM membership which mentioned earlier in Chapter Four. 
5 .5 SMALL AND MEDIUM SCALE INDUSTRIES 
Between the top and bottom levels of Malaysia economic 
structure there is a middle level or small - and medium- sized 
enterprises, engaged in commercial and r elatively simple 
industrial activities. There, more capital, technology, external 
inputs and marketing outlets, and so on, are required then at the 
bottom level, presenting enterprises and individuals at the 
bottom. Level with barriers to entry. Chinese business is 
concentrated there. Historically -determined ethnic advantage 
enable Chinese firms to penetrate the barriers to entry at this 
level of economic activity, often by participating in Chinese 
associations and social relationships which can provide easier 
access to necessary factors of production, mainly capital and 
credit. 
These small and medium scale industries always face the 
problems of management and operation. In the area of research 
and development (R & D), the local SMis do not have the 
capability in terms of human or financial resources to conduct in 
house R & D. The Government has under the 5th Malaysian Plan 
and the 6th Malaysian Plan allocated RM 400 million and RM 600 
million respectively for the program known as Intensification of 
Research in Priority Areas. (IRPA) . About 40% are earmarked for 
industry related research. These- Funds are additionally given to 
government research agencies and universities to conduct R & D 
that will have industrial relevance and commercial viability. 
However, an efficient mechanism is still wantly to breach 
the gap between the public sector research agencies which 
complain of the lack of private sector involvement in their 
research programs. 
Because of the relatively short history of industrialization in 
this country, vertical linkages of SMis to the large industries is 
rather weak. This may be attributed to the fact that local SMis 
have still to be educated on the importance of total quality 
control, comperitivenerss and delivery schedules. 
Human Resource development, R & D, latest science and 
technologies, are the pre-requisites in creating dynamic SMis. A 
quick way to acquire such technology would be to have joint 
vent)Jre enterprises with foreign manufacturers which posses 
them and better still, also provide market access for the 
manufactured products. 
5.6 CONCLUSION 
The two main features of the discussion in this section has 
been, first, the characteristics of traditional Chinese small and 
medium scale family business, which until now still influence 95 
87 
percent of the ACCCIM membership and providing more than 40.2 
percent of the working opportunity in this country. Chinese 
businessmen had to adapt their. traditional business practices to 
the needs of large, modern, technology based, and foreign oriented 
industry. 
Second, the high degree of interdependence between the 
Chinese participation in commerce & industry and the Chinese 
voluntary association, in particular the ACCCIM. The higher the 
degree of Chinese participation in commerce and trade association, 
the more will traditional Chinese voluntary trade association, in 
particular the ACCCIM be found to take on syncretic forms based 
on the structural and functional characteristics of modern 
associations. 
As discussed in the previous chapters, the ACCCIM had 
given the government's active encouragement of modernization, in 
particular joint-venture between Burniputras and non Bumiputras 
towards vision 2020 by proving both economic and non-economic 
opportunity conditions. It is not surprising that many successful 
Chinese entrepreneurs (who dominate the Chinese participation in 




6.1 EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATION 
The Government has, over the last few years, created the 
environment and impetus for industrial and economic 
development in Malaysia. As Malaysian entrepreneurs, the 
Chinese businessmen should positively respond as equal partners 
in progress with the Government to maintain political stability, 
suppress racial and religious extremism, a clean and efficient 
administration. The Chinese businessmen must also help create 
better investment environment, build more and better 
infrastructure and utilities, to constantly improve with latest 
science and technology to cope with ever changing market 
demands. 
There is a need for a comprehensive and urgent program in 
human resource development both in the public and the private 
sectors, to create a science and technology culture among 
Malaysians if the Chinese businessmen want to have dynamic 
SMis. Also, the promotion of good work ethics and moral values 
must be in tandem with industrial development. 
In the light of the rapidly changing environment, the 
Malaysian Chinese Community would need to adapt a more 
positive outlook towards the events that will shape the national 
and economic environmen~. The capacity to adopt to changes is 
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the essence of life. The Chinese community in Malaysia, in 
particular the commercial and industrial community have 
successfully faced many challenges to reach the present status 
amongst other community. They have together contributed to 
national and economic development besides improving their 
economic position. 
As the nation moves further ahead towards achieving new 
goals and ideals, the Chinese community must broad itself to meet 
the changing environment and continue to make its positive 
contributions. 
In the Chinese there still exists underlying fears of further 
erosion of its economic position, psychological or real. In order to 
mobilize the Chinese community to contribute towards the 
national objectives, there should be greater positive 
encouragement and recognition of. the role of Chinese community 
in national development and increase the active participation of 
the Malaysian Chinese in sectors and services where Malaysian 
Chinese representation as still relatively insignificant. 
For the community as a whole, the Chinese businessmen 
should institutionalize the manner they can cooperate with 
Bumiputera and Indian. In particular, they should modernize and 
upgrade their community network, the network of guilds and 
associations. The network should be modernized and transformed 
from a network of meeting place into centers of information on 
technology, trading practices, and exporting market opportunities 
with access to all member~. At the same time these guilds and 
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associations should cooperate and work together with their Malay 
chamber of commerce and indusay to start multi-ethnic projects 
a t the local, state and federal levels including bidding for 
privatized projects and public as well as private-sector contracts. 
Training sessions for the local community including the Malays 
and the Indians should also be conducted by these guilds and 
associations so that the Chinese can share with them the 
knowledge and expertise of the network. More importantly, the 
process also enables the non-Chinese to understand the Chinese 
network structure and could remove all unnecessary fears and 
prejudice with respect to their perception of Chinese "close shop" 
network. 
Consequently, the trade organizations in Malaysia in 
particular ACCCIM, must quickly formulate plan$ and strategies in 
the areas outlined above, so as to create dynamic SMis in meeting 
the Challenges and opportunities of AFT A by the year 200s, and 
from there to be an industrialized and developed country by the 
year 2020. 
6.2 CONCLUSION 
The phenomenon of Chinese participation in commerce and 
industry must be understood as both a social and historical 
process, as the study of the role of the ACCCIM has demonstrated. 
As a social process, the spirit of Chinese family-kin culture, 
and the self-contained administrative structure and functionaries 
of the voluntary associations, in particular the ACCCIM, 
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individualize Chinese participation in commerce and industry. 
The ACCCIM reflects this process in the sense that they attract 
Chinese traders on a voluntarjstic basis, providing concrete 
methods both of problem-solving and of social interaction in 
economic activity, especially in trade and commerce. 
As a historical process, under the "pull and push" historical 
and cultural backgrounds, it was to be expected that a large 
portion of the Chinese population in general and ~e Chinese 
migrants in particular should have been exposed to the business 
culture and experiences. Traditional voluntary associations, in 
particular Chinese chambers of commerce help migrants to create 
traditional institutions within their new environment and in the 
traditional milieu itself they may reinforce traditional values and 
institutions. 
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In other words, Chinese social organization is either 
necessary or sufficient as an explanation of Chinese economic 
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We have examined the accompanying balance sheet and income and expenditure account 
together with the notes thereon for the year ended December 31, 1991 with the books and 
vouchers of THE ASSOCIATED CHINESE CHAl\1BERS OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
OF MALAYSIA and have obtained all information and explanations we have required. 
In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and income and expenditure account together 
with the notes thereon are properly drawn up in accordance with the rules of the Association 
and so as to give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Association at December 31 , 
1991 and of the excess of expenditure over income for the year ended on that date. 
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT DECEMBER 3 1, 199 1. 
fhi t± 
NOTE 
FIXED ASSETS ~ S"~ If 
UN QUOTED INVESTMENT ~ ~ 
CURRENT ASSETS * tt ~ i1l 
Interest receivable ~ t& ;flJ.@. 
Sundry deposits ~ l$i ~ • ~ 
Fixed deposit with licensed ~ Wl.fH:~: 
finance companies 
Cash at bank iiHT.ff~ 
Cash in hand ffl.~ · 
Less:~ 
CURRENT LIABILITIES *tl:Afn 
Other creditors and accrued charges ~fl!!.fi't~.A~~tJ!tlf! 
Taxation & F! 
NET CURRENT ASSETS ?J*ti:~fl 
Represented By : 
ACCUMULATED FUND .fil~ 
Balance as at January 1 !l6f¥ 
Add: 
Excess of (expenditure over income)/ :le~ts ID 
income over expenditure for the year 
Waiver of debts by creditor .U&~ Ill i1! 
BUlLOING FUND .tl!lt f9T ~ ~ 
.!.&.ii.: 
DATO' SOONG SlEW HOONG 


















962,294.26 993,973 .35 
151,973.35 77,808.39 
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR TH E YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1991. 
iNCOME !&A 
ACCCI M 41st annu:ll dinner .~!I I~~ .g-1f >f. 4 1 r..l fF £~ ~~ }.t 
ACCCI~I neckties )ei~'@"-m m 
Celebraties Dinner a!~~ ir ~ 
CertiliC3tion of documenu it a! X f'f 
Dividend received (gross) from unquoted investment 1R £!. 
Fixed deposit interest ~M.ff ~;flj .Q. 
Honorific Board fees :i1! IB n ,_ 
Indus trial Technic:ll Assistance Fund Sei'T\in3r 'P/Hl'li 11'1; U: m~ .lVI£ ~ QftH~ 
Provision for doubtful debt written back :!f::M$1/U 
Subscriptions received 'ft ~ 
Training Programme on: 
~lanagement lnfonnation System and tf .Ill[~ iR ff\ !Tt 
Marketing Strategies Seminar ~IT flHfi ~til E!ii 1/ 
EXPENDITURE xttl ~ 23 A!it!!;,W. rpJtfa;t 
23rd International Chinese Newspaper Convention Dinner ~ t)' lf1 ;!{ ;n= It 
ACCCIM·Vietnam Trade MissioniGi~~ ~ra,~jijfl~f'\~~ 
fAit£ 
NOTE 
ACCCIM's Strategic Proposals for i!a ~1! fl2 0 2 <. ·• :)C.Ill[~ ~ t!i.m~ t:U!:Jfa '!5-~ 
Vision 2020 Report 
Advertisement fees 1Pf '!5- )!t 
Air fare j!\ ttl~ 
A sean CCI meeting expenses ~!a 1c I i!'fi ~-8"-tf lr ~ t( 
Audit fees ~ .1!&~ 
Bank charges ifl.ff Jfl :rl 
Bonus ?ttt 
Celebraties Dinner expenses 5! tl?. ~i:r :t!t 
Depreciation l1T ti 4 
Dinner fees 11: 'f)' n 
Donation ~IR 
Electricity 1tl: rl 
Employees provident fund contributions 0.fil Jt 
Fi.'l:ed useu written oif ~ '@" ~ PlllJ i1f 
General repairs and maintenance !;.1£ if :J.l 
Gifts and souvenir it d'l. J!t 
Honorific board fee ~ IB J.!t 
Hotel accommodation {± m' Jt 
Insurance 17f:~ 
Loss on sale of ftxed asset 1l'l Rl ~ '8-~ lE f:HA 
~!AJECA annual subscription .~ B ~~~ltV .J! 
Med ic:ll fees I§ pj J!t 
Miscellaneous expenses m ffl 
!'ICC I~! a.n_-:cll sub!cr:;H:on ~ m I i6i ~ lt lr ~ 
Newspaper and publications ~til Jl 
Office rent ffi. ~ & ~ ~ ~ 
Postages, telephone and telegrams j111i!; }:!t 
Printin): :llld st.ltionery X A Ell¥.~ 
S:llmes and allo-.'llnces Vi ii: & tllllli 
Service t.lx B!l. fh.& 
Tax consu Ita lion fees JilT t!f & ~ fa .ft 
Traveiling expenses ~ :N ti .Jl 
T:1.xation &S 
Excess or (expenditure over mcomc)/ 
































































13.08 1.80 9,887.20 
484,626.53 419.647.09 
(21,402.72) 38,604.63 
I 0.276.37 8.046.42 
(31,6 79.09) 30.558.21 
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flli tt 
NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS- DECEMBER 31, 1991. 
1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES 1f ~t ~~ 
2. 
1.1 Fixed Assets and Depreciation f*"fr n .zE ~ lffii 
FixcJ assets are stated at net written down value at January I, 1979 less sales since with 
subsequent additions stated at cost. Depreciation of fiX ed assets is calculated on a reducing 
balance method at the following annual rates: 
Furniture and fittings ~ tfL "& ti2. ilii I 0% 
Officeequipment lii$$~$HIH 10% 
1.2 Investments {!.!: )l 
Investments are stated at cost and provision is made for any diminution in value of investment 
which is considered to be permanent. 
Dividend income is included in the income and expenditure account on the receipt basis. 
1.3 Subscriptions 1fJ!t · 
-~~m~~$-~aMa~~e•~Mo 
Annual subscriptions are accounted for on the receipt basis and no apportionment is made for 
annual subscriptions received in advance. 
1.4 Taxation &~ 
The current taxation is based on the estimated chargeable income for the year and represents 
income tax at current rates. 
1-1-7 9 ~iii 
FIXED ASSETS !;"fr~~ 1J tiHu l!~df! f} ~$1aa.l~tli. J(.fJtt1Tfi if Jl& iti it'Uti 
Net written Subsequent Accumulated Net 
down value add itions depreciation written 
at l-1 -79 at cost down 
less sale value 
since 
199 1 s s s s 
Furniture and fittings ~ !i.JiH"e fm 7,014.82 17,1 27.00 14,326.69 9,815.13 
Office equipment ~$~~ flii 44,636.80 12,513.77 32,123.03 
7,01 4.82 61 ,763.80 26,840.46 41,938. 16 
1990 
Furniture and fittings i9 tf!. "& lfC Hii 7.014.82 15,817.00 13,236.12 9 .595.70 
Office equipment lbPf'~~ tru 27,151.80 13,477.63 13,674.17 
7,014.82 42,968.80 26,713.75 23,269.87 
3. UNQUOTED INYESDtENT ~1l <~~!!L~Ja~> 
" ifij~H:t~~rn~m " ¥!~ 2so , ooo a _ 
~50 .000 shares of S I l!adl in ~ -:t ·/~~ ~ $1 • 00 
Unico Holdings 13erh;.~d. Jl cost 
4. DEPRECIATION ffr 'l!i 
Deprcci:Hion charge fo r the )Ca r: !i~11ffi 
Furniture and fittings ~ «!. & ~c Hii 
Office equipment 'l11t 1)$ ~ ~ 1/ii 
5. TAXATION &~ 
Current year 
Prior year 
The provision for taxation is in respect of non-business income earned. 















Unabsorbed tax losses and capital allowances which are available for set-off against future chargeable 
business income for which the tax effects have not been recognised in the accounts amounted to 
approximately $66,500 (1990: $35,290). 
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RECEIPTS ACCOUNT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1991. 
Balances at January I : J:. if:~# 
United Malayan Banking Corporation 13erhad ~ ~111fi 
Cash in hand lJl ~ 
ACCCIM 41st annual dinner ~~'fr~ 41 ~~#G~;l:"trn 
ACCCIM neckties j{ij~ -f}'1Ji ~ 
Celebraties Dinner ~ -tlt ~!r Yt 
Certificate of origin LiJi: ~~ ~W 
Divided received from unquoted investment (Net) Jlii.@. 
Fixed deposit interest received ~jOJ.ff:~;flj .til. 
Fixed deposits withdraw tfE lfl.1E M.ff~ 
Health certificate ~!:£~;IF 
Honorific Board fees ~:§. J!t 
Industrial Technical Assistance Fund Seminar :t=~:a:m !;1(.ij/} 
Other debtor ~ ft!!. til & A. 
Proceed from sale of fLXed asset fl'l'W ~.g. ~ 2l 
Subscriptions received ~ :f!( 
Training Programme on: 
~lanagement Information System and 
Marketing Strategies Seminar 
199 1 1990 
s s 















~.346.24 I ,869.75 
588,828.45 547.200.78 
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PAYMENTS ACCOUNT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1991 
23rd International Chinese Newspaper ,;:g 2 S Mi t!t.fr.lf!::Q:: ~jR ~tH1 Jir ~~ 
Convention Dinner 
ACCCIM -Vietnam Trade Mission ltli ~tH-O ra1_e i¥l f;i ~it:& 1m 
Advertisement fees Jfl: 15· ~~ 
Air fare Jl~ l.ll ~~ 
Asean CCI meeting expenses 52tm :$i: I)llj~-€1-ff"%~.U 
Audit fees ~ Jl& ~~ 
Bank charges iR rr m n 
Bonus 7t tt 
Celebratie~ Dinner expensses ~:tlt~ttn 
Dinner fees ~tr }l 
Donation ~ iR 
Electricity 1lt 'n 
Employees provident fund contributions ~{)'i ~ 
Employees' income tax deduction f«.AJiJT~ .& 
Fixed deposits A!JI1l.ff~ 
Furniture and fittings ~~lit~ {W 
General repairs and maintenance ~ ~ U 
Gifts and souvenir ift£ j~ 
Honorific Board fees r.\!!!11 ~ 
Hotel accommodation 1i 1~ n 
Insurance iii1:P~ 
MAJECA annual subscription .95 8 !~~~111!~ 
Medical fees U ~~ 
Miscellaneous expenses ft ffl 
NCCIM annual subscription ~ fM I ilii i~ 11i!t }!t 
Newspaper and publications 11] ~~ ~ 
Office equipment Jbf1Jlb2 a51.11ii 
Office rent ill :SL .a~ i'Jl ~ 
Postages, telephone and telegrams ~ 161! 
Printing and stationery X A Ell .lilJ 
Salaries and allowances ~ ~ & tit P~ 
Tax consultation fees JiJTj!}~qdaj~ 
Tax paid &IB 
Telephone deposit 'lttr&~~Jt~ 
Travelling cxpcnsl!s ~ 1< ~n 
llalances at December 31: M :ft. 
United Mal3yan Banking Corporation llerhad ~ 1/i i&rr 
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$8S.1 RJbu Juta 
16 
lttO 
$109.8 JUtKa Juta 
14 · 0 
jADL'AL 1-2 
KEI.L'ARA;-..1 O:~L-\\t NEGERI K.A.SAR \1E~GIKUT INOUSTRI ASAL. 1985-95 
(mengikut harga t.ahun 1978) 
$ JUia 
StAtllT : 
1985 1990 1995 
Pcrtanian d:m 
PC'rhutanan 11,854 14.829 17,580 
Pe1lombongan 
dan Kuari 5,958 7.688 8,280 
PC'mbuatan 11.26:\ 21.381 36.860 
Pc:mbinaan 2,738 2.788 4.100 
Eleklrik. Gas dan Air 948 1,511 2.430 
Pcngan~kutan. 
Penyimpanan clan 
Perhubungan 3.ti30 5.-189 9,0,0 
Perniagaan Bomng 
dan Runcit. Hotel 
dan Restoran 6.9 11 8,700 13.410 
Kewa:1gan, Hananah 
dan Perkhir!matan 
P<."rniagaan ·u~1 7.650 12,070 
Pukh idmatan 
Kcraja.1n 6.Y~7 8.459 10,'140 
J>c:rkhidmatan L.1in 1.301 1.656 2.-130 
\-) B.1yaran Perkh1d· 
maun Bani.. l .8:H 1.020 7.280 
( +) Duti Import l!.2-t6 \!,972 -1.270 
KDNK Mcngiir.ut 
Nilai Pembeli 57.093 79.103 113,620 
M""Kambilkm1 P~nytlnraStllt At alaJ 
Bn1aran Pn"lthrdmalan &nit da n Dutr Import 
SEKTOR PERT:\ r\iA 17,942 22.223 25.190 
'if:KTOR Kf:.DUA 14,102 23.853 39.900 


























































&ltagtan lvpada iJ)NK 
(%) 
1985 I 990 /995 
20.8 18. 7 I 5.5 
10.4 9. 7 i.J 
19. 7 27.0 }2.4 
4.8 ] .5 ] . 6 
I. i 1.9 2. I 
6." 6.9 R.O 
12.1 11.0 /1.8 
9.0 9. 7 10.6 
12.2 10. 7 9.2 
2.] 2. I 2. I 
].2 5. I 6.~ 
1. 9 1.8 ].8 
100.0 100.0 lnQ 0 
' 
11 .4 28. 1 22. ] 
. 
24.7 )0.2 1S 0 
4), 9 4/. i 4 2.7 
jADUAL 1-11 
GUNATENAGA MENGIKUT SEKTOR DAN KUMPULAN ETNIK. 1985-95 
('000) 
198J 1990 199J 
S#.lbr s .... ;. Ci"" lr11iia lAirt- jv...W. Bumi· Oti"• lrttlia [Aj,.. , .... w. Bv..U- c; .... l"dia lAin- Ju,./411 
~Uno lain pt;tnrJ w,. P"'"" Ia i tt 
Pnunian dan P~rhutanan 1.318.9 283.3 145.5 12.0 1,759.6 1,40"-6 "295.1 122.8 15.1 1,837.6 1. ~86.5 299.6 121.0 14.8 1,821.9 
(%) n.o 16.1 8.) 0.7 I 00.0 76.4 16.1 6.7 0.8 100.0 76.1 16.J 6.6 0. 8 I 00.0 
P~rlombongan dan Kuni %3.0 14.7 5.7 1.0 44.4 19.1 15.2 4.2 0.6 39.1 21.0 15.9 H 0.6 40.7 
(%) J/.9 )).1 11.8 2.2 IOQ.O 48.8 )8.9 10.8 u 100.0 J/.6 )9.1 7.8 u 100.0 
P~mbuatan 385.8 370.6 93.9 5.1 855.4 649.4 475.6 157.3 t 7.9 1,29().2 915.0 564.8 210.8 8.5 1,699. 1 
(%) 4J.J ·O .J 11.0 0.6 100.0 JO.J )6.9 12.2 0.6 I 00.0 JJ.9 )).2 12.4 O. J 100.0 
P~mbinun 181.3 219.4 25.2 3.5 429.4 183.8 212.9 26.4 3.8 426.9 242.2 266.5 ~3.6 5.2 547.5 
(%) 41.2 n1 , _9 0.8 100.0 0 .0 49.9 : 6.2 0.9 100.0 44.2 48.8• 6. 1 0.9 100.0 
El tlttr-i k, Ga. dan Air ~.7 6. 1 6.6 0. 1 4B ,2.1 5.9 7.6 0.3 -45.9 3B 6.1 8. 1 0.1 47.8 
(%) 70.7 1).9 I,_/ O.J 100.0 69.8 12.9 16.6 0.7 100.0 70.1 12.8 16.9 0. 2 100.0 
P~ngang~utan, Ptnyimpanan 
dan Pcrhubung-an 125.9 84:1 32.8 1.5 . 24"4.3 . 154.5 92.6 : 36:2 2.1 285.4 191.1 106.6 46.4 1.3 345.4 
(%) H .J H4 IJ.4 0.6 100.0 J4.1 )2.4 12.8 0. 7 100.0 JJ.J )0.9 JJ.4 0. 4 100.0 
P~rdaxang-an Boronx dan 
Runcit. Hottl dan R~stor-an 331 .6 513.3 65.5 6.9 917.3 <\75.3 668.8 85.2 10.1 1,239.4 661.3 831.0 105.3 H .5 1,612.1 
(%) )6. 1 J6.0 7.1 0.8 100.0 )8.2 H. I 6.9 0.8 100.0 41.1 JU .S.J 0.9 I 00.0 
Kc-w-an,;an. lnsuran, Hut.anah 
· dan P~rlthidmatan P~rniagun 84.6 93.4 19.2 1.7 198.9 95.2 109.6 23.8 2.7 231 .3 11 5.6 126.5 28.4 2.7 273.2 
(%) 42.J 46.9 9.7 0.9 100.0 41.1 '17.4 10.) 1.2 100.0 42. ) 46. ) 10.4 1.0 I 00.0 
r~rkhidmatan ~raja-an 5-'8.8 202.7 72.6 5.5 8 19.5 560.3 214.8 69.3 5.8. 850.2 568.7 222.4 76.5 4.6 872.2 
(%) 6}. 7 24.7 8.9 0. 7 100.0 6}. 9 2,.) 8.2 0.6 100.0 6J.2 2J. J l/.8 O ..J I 00.0 
l'~rkhidmatan-~rlhidmat;on 
bin 20!U 77.2 27.7 2.1 312.3 251.1 91.7 29.9 2.3 375.0 330.0 122.4 37.6 2.4 492.4 
(%) 6J. 7 24.7 8.9 0.7 100.0 66.9 20 8.0 0.6 100.0 67.0 24.9 7.6 0., I 00.0 
Jumlab 5,%%5.9 1,864.7 494.6 39.4 5,6!4.6 3,825.4 %,182. 2 562.7 50.7 6,62 1.0 4,464.9 2,561.8 670.9 54.7 7,752.3 
(~) J7.J H.2 8.8 0.7 100.0 57.8 J2.9 8.J 0.8 100.0 57.6 JJ.O 8.6 0.7 100.0 
T(naga Buruh ~.480.0 1,91!7.3 5~0.4 41.4 6.039.1 4,093.0 2.300 595.9 53.3 7,046.5 4,714.2 2.615.2 697.8 56.1! 8.1 1•1.0 
(%) }7.6 )2.9 8.8 0.7 100.0 58.0 12.7 8.J 0.8 /00.0 J8.1 12.6 8.6 0. 7 I 00.0 
Pcn~tangp;uran 254. 1 122.6 35.8 2.0 414.5 267.6 122.1 33.2 2.6 425.5 N9.3 83.1 26.9 2.1 %1.7 
(%} 6/ . ) 29.6 8.6 O.J 100.0 62.9 28.7 7.8 0.6 I 00.0 68.9 2). 1 7. -1 0.6 100.0 
Ka<iar Pcng;antu~unn (%) 7.J 6.2 6. 7 4.8 6.9 6.J u J.6 4.9 6.0 5.) J.2 J. 9 J. 7 -1. ~ 
jADUAL 1-12 
,. 
KELUARAN DALAM NEGERl KASAR PER KAPITA DAN PENDAPATAN 
PURATA BULANAN ISIRUMAH MENGIK.UT NEGERl, 1985-90 
N~ lepod4 NiJholt lepod4 Nisbah lupadd 
Purota Purota Purala 
I985 N~ I990 Ntgoro 1995' Ntgora 
($) {$) {$) 
I. KDNK Prr ~m 
(lfVngiku t h4rgo-h.at"gD tahun I 978) 
Walay.ia 3,599 4,39! 5,607 
Johor 3,170 0.88 3,983 0.91 5,661 1.01 
Kcdah 2,092 0.58 2,600 0.59 3.H7 0.61 
I Kclantan 1,426 0.40 1,739 0.40 2,207 0.)9 
Mclau 2,775 0.77 3,.587 0.82 4,784 0.85 
Negeri Sembilan .,,111 0.86 3,824 0.87 4.958 0.88 
Pahang 2,677 ·. 0.74 3,278 0.75 4.222 0.75 
Pcrak 2,760 0.77 3,357 0.76 4.330 0.77 
Perl is 2,470 . . _ ... 0.69 - 2.973 0.68 3,700 0.66 
~lau Pinang 3,780 1.05 4.934 1.12 6.304 1.12 
Sa bah 3.84.5 1.07 4,500 1.02 5.195 0.9) 
· Sarawalt 3,4.52 0.96 3.883 0.88 4.920 0.88 
Selangor .5,185 I.44 6,558 1.49 8,454 1.51 
Tcrcngganu 5,90-1 .: /.~ 7, 124 1.62 7,804 1. )9 
Wilayah Pcnckutuan Kuala Lumpur 6,768 1.88 7,608 I. 7J 9,495 1.69 
NUhala lepod4 Nishala lepod4 
· Purota Purnta 
1985 N~ro /990 N'fO"l 
.: ($) ($) 
.1. Prrtd4fHJttnt l"ttrat4 B.um.- birttJJUJJ& 
ldalaysia 1,098 1,!5-4 
Johor 1,065 0.97 1,220 0. 97 
Kcdah fi9Q 0.6) 860 0.69 
Kclantan 625 0.57 726 0.58 
Mclaka 1,040 0.95 1,190 0.95 
Ncgcri Sembilan 1,039 0.95 1,162 0.9) 
Pahang 960 0.87 1.092 0.87 
Pcrak 883 0.80 1.067 0.85 
Perl is 692 0.6] 852 0.68 
Pulau Pinang 1,183 1.08 ).375 1. 10 
Sa bah 1.212 I .I() 1,358 1.08 
Sarawak 1,033 0. 9-4 .1.199 0.96 
Selangor 1,.590 1.4, 1,790 J. -4] 
Tcrcngganu 7.56 0.69 905 0. 72 
Wilayah Pcnckutuan Kuala Lumpur 1.920 1.75 2,102 1.68 
42 
jADUAL 2-8 
ENTITI-ENTITI UTA~fA YA.'IG OISWASTAKAN. 1986-90 
(I) Penjuala.n 
Terminal Kontena Pelabuhan Kla.ng 
~{alaysian International 
Shipping Corporation Berhad (~USC) 
Syaril<.at Gula Padang Terap Sendirian Bcrhad 
Cement Manufacturers Sarawak Berhad 
Cement Industries of Malaysia Berhad {ClMA) 
Edaran Otomobil Nasional Berhad (EON) 
Telekom ~alaysia Bcrhad 
Holiday Villages Sendirian Bcrhad 
Pernas International Hotels 
and Properties Berhad 
Peremba Berhad 
Rumpulan n~A Berhad 
Kuari Penanti, Pulau Pinang 
Kuari Kuala Dipang, Perak 
Kuari Sungai Long, Selangor 
(II) Korporatisui 
Tenaga :'-iasional Berhad 
( Ill ) 80/ BOT 
Beltalan Air l.abuan 
jcjambat Di Seki1.ar Kuala Lumpur 
l.cbuhraya U1.ara-Sela1.an 
Beblan f\ir lpoh 
Beulan Air LanJt-~a~.ang 
( IV) Konrra.lt Pengunwan 
Empangan Semenyih 
Penjualan ~asa Siarnn, 
Radio ~lalaysia 
Aktiviti Pemasaran RJSDA 
Penyenggarun Tela&"- Tiub, Labuan 
( V) Pajabn 





























EKSPORT KASAR SEKTOR PEMBUATAN. 1985-~0 
($ juta) 
lnrlullri / 990 
1,700. 1 
~inuman dan tc:mbakau 25.5 95.4 
Barangan petroleum 1,041 .3 1.286.2 
K.imta dan barangan ldmia 6 10.2 1.89 1.8 
Tc:kstil. pakaian clan kasut 1.2R8.5 4.7:>4 .0 
Barangan gc:tah II ~ . 1 1.356.5 
Barangan gabm dan hyu (tidal<. tc:rmasuk pc:rabot ) ~65 .2 1.346.8 
Kc:nas dan barangan kc:nas 71.4 421 .5 
Bc:si dan kc:luli 135.3 6 13.2 
Pc:rusahaan logam 221.~ 967.~ 
Barangan galian bukan logam 150 .~ 770.9 
Mc:sin clektrik. perkakas dan pc: ralatan 6.492.9 26.495.5 
Pc:nJ;angkutan dan peralatan pc:ngangkutau 566.2 2.23:\.5 
Pc:ralatan opok dan saintifik 226.4 1.056.3 
Pc:rusahaan-pc:rusah:un la in 40 7.R 3.05!!.1 





















4.12 Scktor-sektor kecil vang telah memberi sum ban~an besar kc pad .· 
pc,\·ujuda n pcluan g-pe luang pe kcrjaan dalam sc ktor pcmbuata n ial ;d , 
industri-industri clektrik dan elektronik.mcsin dan perkakas . kelengkapa1 • 
pe ngangkutan, mesin bukan elt:ktrik. getah. plastik. pakai'an . kenas dan 
kayu . Gunatenaga di sektor-se ktor kccil ini te lah rneningkat dcng<u 
p csatnya dan mencatat pertumbuhan tahunan di antara 7 hin gga 2 1 
pc ratus. sepeni yang ditunjukkan dalam .Jadual 4-3. 
144 
atHara l;uihan dan pcrubahan tcknologi. Rombakan dasar ini diharap 
meng has ilkan satu sistem pc n yampaian kemahiran ~·ang lebih rcsponsir 
dan berkesan yang akan men yoko ng rembang un:1n pcrindustrian \ '<lll g 
di n amik dan berrlaya saing. 
jAOU:\L 4-3 
PERTUMBUHAN CUNATENAGA DALAM PERTUBUHAN SEKTOR 
PEMBUATAI'l" TERPILIH 1, 1986-90 
{seperti di akhir tahun) 
/ndustri 19861 
Perusahaan makanan 26,377 
~finuman dan tembakau 6,882 
Tekstil dan pakaian 49,830 
Barangan kayu dan gabus ( tidak termasuk perabot) 18.846 
Kert:u cian harangan kertas 17. 166 
Kimia perusahaan dan harangan kimia yang lain 13,548 
Kilang penapis minyak petroleum 1,318 
Barangan getah 26.728 
Barangan plastik 10.71 6 
Kaca dan barangan kaca 2,099 
1\arangan j;\:tlian b\.ltan logam 13.052 
Penuahaan logam <Uas 6.876 
f\arangan logam dibentuk kecuali jentera dan peralatan 13.8 1 ~ 
.\'lesin mclain kan me sin clekt rik 3.367 
~lestn d eklrik, alat, perkaka.' dan bekalan elektrik 70.915 
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1\crd.uarkan Pcny;asa~n Bulan an Saga I ndu•an Pembu.uan vang melipuu <:<til pt"rlim~ rt:lnp:ul3 
jumlah pertubuhan-pertubuhan. 
OatJ anengikut s.-ktor kecil bag;i tahun-uhun •e~lum l!l~6 raana terdapaa oacl~ •ah •P •awHI.tl 
J4n 
j.\lliJAI. 4-4 
PROJEK-PRO.JEK SEKTOR PEMIHJATAN YANG OtnERI KELULUSAN, 19H5-90 
llilnnJ(nn J;,Jrt/usnn l'f/11/mmn M odal YanK /)icndanKitan ($ juta) /'otmsi (;u,nlfnnKn 
l ndtJJin 
/9/i$ 1990 /l,\1} % 191/J 1990 llMJ % 19tlJ 1990 llMJ % 
l'crluo~h.tan mak<lnan 57 ~~~ 200 6. 2 !'t79 ri71 3.887 6.6 4.1~3 2.379 36.030 (>./ 
~finuman ddn trmhaltau 5 3 16 0. $ 29 39 !!9 0.2 392 53 1,!113 O. J 
rd~• til rbn har:>njtall lr k•til 50 124 ~72 11. 6 123 1.195 2,407 4. 1 8,022 19. 105 6 -t .H!'• 10.9 
l\ulit rl•n h<lrang~n ltulit I !! 15 O.J I :13 55 0 . 1 AO t.029 3,·119 0.6 
1\.1\11 dan h.trani(An hyu 2!1 R5 2:\\1 7. 4 117 1.73!1 4.07 1 7. 0 2,3·13 19,7R I li3. 1GI 10.7 
l'rralwn clan ltrlcnl(bp~n 7 ·17 11 ·1 ) .6 23 IR!l 469 0.8 li(i0 li.87R 1!1,:\75 1.) 
1\crta•. prrccr:.bu dan 
pcnrrhitan :n 40 97 J.O I,KIIi 1.1 ·11 2,0 19 ) .4 5,.163 3.11!'>7 9,ti3ti l . f> 
l\in1i;1 dan h;u:~ul(:lll ldmi.r :w 45 1·11 4.4 195 :1.026 5. 71)!! 9.8 1,503 :l.fili2 IORI3 1.8' 
.. 
J'('trnii"IIHI dan M3111( h:ttll II 3 14 0. 4 2·1 :u on 6,!101! /Ul 27!i 1,119 l.!l\11 0. J 
1\M,IIII(:tll I{C"t:>h 2 4 3·1 ·1!12 15.) !lti 139 2,727 4.7 1,8!>!! 2.RR2 7:1.:10·1 12 ., 
Jlar~IIJCOIIl p il'l•tik 42 49 140 4. 4 105 [i:\1) I ,ROR 1.1 1,7 14 ·1.236 13.2 15 2. 2 . 
1\ar.t llll!llll g:oli~n hultau lnl(:lnt R4 !i3 1:13 4. 1 '•33 •19•1 1,571 2. 7 -I .R7R fi,of:\0 11),:!77 2 . .v 
ll.~r;~n~ .lll ln~:am ·' ' ·•• 12 26 lOR J 4 fi21 !J,Il!i·l 11,8R3 20) 2.292 H.lti·l l!i.!ICI(I 2. ; 
IIJr.IIIJC:>II IHgarn clih•·ntuk r,'\ 52 l !ifl 4. 9 :/(ill ;,:u~ 1,72!\ 2. 9 2.1f>li 1,0!!9 l f>.!llll l i 
l't·n•"·'h.l .tn 111("\111 II :l(, 9!1 1. 1 1:17 1.27(. 1.592 2 7 2.~!1!1 IO.'•R\? 17,0i(i 2. Q 
ll.u.ulll!.lll ·· lrklri\ tl.w rlr\.uouil !i:! 21;\ liO!I I O.f/ \!.fl ·1.2 12 Q,-177 If> 1 7.H·IIl li!'•.:lli!l 1!1:1.'.:\H 12 .• ~ 
lo.C'Irn~k·'l'·"' prrtl(~lll(kut.m 'I'\ 23 1711 5. 1 liKI 'HI I , IR;, ·u :\,911!1 :1. 1 I)( lli,lllih 7 -•· I 
\l.tl ·;~1:u ' ·"'" " ·' " Jlfll l(lllcll r an ., ·I J(i 0. \ 2 1 1!1 3fl!i (/ ~ (j[i~ l .:.:.r, :l.t\!1'.! {If> 
l'rll•.•l!·" I f\ ~:- 7n 2. 5 ;,; I "ill :12n (/() 2,!l!'t l ·l .·li:i 1 ·1.01 ~ . l .f .. 





j.\DU.\ 1. 7-1 
PERTUBUHAN PERDAGANGAN BORONG DA."J RliNCIT 
~1F.NGIKUT IV\WASAN. K.EDUDUK-\.1'\J PERUNDANCA..'i DAN 
PEMILIKAN. 1990 
Borong Rtm(11 
Snnnaanjung % Snbah dan % Snnnaan;ung % Sabah dan 
Mala]Sia Sa ra walt Mala]Jtfl SnrawaA 
K.AWAS:\:-.1 I'ERSIACAA:-.1 
Ko ta rava 5,407 52.5 543 67.5 29.0311 28.0 1,510 
B.tnclar-bandar Bc:sar 2.043 20.0 245 10.4 20.58R 20. ,, 3.363 
Luar Ban dar 2.826 27 5 17 2. / '\3,705 QO 7'6 
j 
Jumlab 10.276 100.(} 80 5 100.0 103.331 100.0 9,709 
KEDt;DIJKA:-.1 Pf.RVSOA:-.:CA~ 
~li li k Pcrsc:oranp;an 4.713 45.9 271 J.l.7 85,041 8~.) 8,368 
P~rkongsian 2.429 23.6 162 2q.J 11,470 /1 . 1 1.251 
Svarrkat 3.046 29.6 369 45.8 6,200 ~-0 38 
K1•opcr:ui 5 1 05 . 0 0.0 215 02 
" Lain-lain 37 0.-1 3 0.4 ·105 0 4 48 
Jumlab 10.276 100.0 805 100.0 103.331 I 00.0 9,709 
PE~IIl.l KA:-.1 ~IE:-.:GtKl'T 
KL'~IPlJ t .":-.; ETHNIK 
Swniput('r:l t.O:>n I 0. 2 :~I J.8 33.375 J2.J 1,685 
Cin:1 tl.753 85.2 760 94.5 62,R25 ,.,o b 7,7i12 
lndhr ~96 2.9 5 0.6 6.509 6.) ~I 
l..ttn·l:un K.'\llnt !'I 0. 1 0 0.0 3 16 0.5 :l17 
-\ .\in~ 16:\ /.It q 1.1 106 11. I ,, . .... 
I 
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